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MARY

National AeMe100ment concerns have led ma

countries to fOcuagXeater attention on thl reich acoPe and format.of
.

I!

v
,

i .6
their Various education4activitieg. In 1971 e Ivory "Coast, *ith

-.. t

substantial 'foreign assistance, knitiateA'aded4onal reform of its

primary school systeM.whiCh inciudeda.subatantial educational television
, .

effort. Building5In this:Sys:Item, in order to -aid' in rural development
. i 7 i

and to.rationalize; in somesense,,'.the existence ofiTif capabilities, the

.lvorian government began an out-of- school `ETV system directed. towards
t . \

al services to rural adults.
.5

the. provision of .non-formal education In

'industrialiZed

this Parer we summarize and analyze the societWoosts incurred by, the
'

"Extra.-Scolaire" (E /S) system, hoth from.the perspective, of IvoTian

.decision- makers and that iof international audiences.

\
In Section I we provide a general introduction to the assumptioils

and limitations Of the apprekagh economists bring'to an analysis of a

isystem's.social,ccists; we f?eycribe-the structure.of the E/S system and.

,the. context within which it operates, and we conclude-by locussing on'

the. extent 'to which the present system is utilized; The basic_nOtion of

cost,to an econ6r4st.is as a measure of the value of the opportunities, 0

foregone by devoting resources.towards a particular activity. In this

fundamental sense, the cost of an activity clearly depends on whose

-Perspective is-used to value those opportunities foregone. In order to

avoid such indeterminacy,. economists attempt to view costs from the point ,
5 .

0 e
of view of the entirlc society, in terms of the value society as a who

places on the use of its resources.' However; in order to Orly? asutes
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.

.

value.eConomists must mite a number of adsumptions

e
that society functions. In particular most ecdhomists believe that,if

through competitiiie markets, in whit*

- if--

as to how.

an economy allocates its resources

all prides,api.determined by the. free interaction of supply and demand,

that the'retulting4prices are measures of the relative social value of

the resources, goods, and services thus priced. Given that most economies

do-not iehalie'acCordgg:tothe theoretical de ptiOn of competitive.

marketplaces, there is considersable cause for questioning' the; extett.tO

which priced are valid measures of social value: The lack of alternatives
2

to market prices as"measbres of social cost-lead
;-

economists to toncentrate

on these monetary cost measures as we do in this paper, but decision=

makers still

Moreover, su

greater tha

by monetary

.context and

Section IV.

,

need to be more aware of the framework behind-such an analysid.
\

h considerations: indicate. that it may be valuable,to pay,

:usual attention to social, costs that are likely not captured

Qt.

measures, as we do in Section II.H .and.to the general social
o

. .

goals.W1thin which resource allocations are made, as we do-in

I . .

. 7heIvor3an E/S 41Vem produces,television programing concerned
v--

1
with a wide riety of topics concerning agriculture, health, nutrition,

Politics, ec omics and culture,` directed primarily towards rural adult

audiences, although:more recently increasing attention is being paid to

urban viewers. The Programs are produced under the auspiCds of the
-vs

bMinistry for Primary Education and Educational Televidion, although'

topics and filancial support are sometimes generated from other govern-
.

,

*
ment miniatries and agencies. About 35 -halt hour programs are produced

_ .

annually and are broTkitst over the one IrXian openecirouit

1.
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; !.broadcast channel.. Although anyone with'a ti receiver may therefo e view
,

.-

the prugrami the E/S system has an organized rufal reeeptionetruc
..r. \4

withilliihich rural adults are urged to come to the local yillage,school,
.

_.

in'eommunities Yhere'such schools are equipped for.ETV viewing, on
. A.

evening when TPT ("Tag Pourl
(

ous," meaning TV for Everybody, t e name .

*

given to E/S broadcaSts) programs are shown. In each village that

operates this'program reception system, *primary:school teacher has been

selected or volunteered, at no addit al pay, to serve as animateur

notifying villagers of the broadcast,, opening the school in the evening

translating the French narration and dialogue to thd *al language if
s.

.

necessary, and leading'dis6ussions and follow -up aCtivities tha0 may be

stimulated by the programs.)

There is more detailed data available concerning the size-and

characteristics of the audience viewing TPT broadcasts-than for' ny

non-formal educopional activities,*due to a feedback system that was set

uprae'part of the Ivorian effOt to evaluate their ETV system. owever,

given the rbliance on un-verified reports by amateurs who are.b liped

by FJS s1stetq personnel to eAggerate the size of their adult fie ng

,audience in order to create a'favorable impression of their activities,

it is;' of clear hod mucitfaith should'be put in these estimates. miring I"'

the 1975- l976' operating year there were 899 TV schools that had amateurs,
.

although these anithaee&rs dir pot open their schools for every broadcast.

the'average, 305 schools were openper b adcast, with an average.

ailaience,size of51 viewers per satool, yiel
4 ,

total of.aboutA5,500

viewers per bi7;34.cast. Although the E/S system is mainly concerned with
4,

the audience viewing TP4

c

programs within the animated setting, it is also

4

4
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oel.nterest to consider the many individuals who watch them on private

TV receivers. One survey indicates that as many a300,000 adults mai.

regularly watch TPT programs, although it is unclear whether this survey

was based on a truly representative sample and exattly that "regular"

4 i

means.

Given the general background and

II bf this paper we turn to a specific

various components of the E/S system:

COntext discussed above in Section

estimation of the costs of the

administration, Prograin.Production,

program transmission, support materials production and distribution,

program reception, and system evaluation. Insufficient data were avail-

\

able toestimate year by year system costs since inception. We therefore
!)'

try to build a picture of yearly costs bayed on data for the 1975-1976

,.,operating year including amortized Start-up and capital costs. We

estimate costs under two broad 4iernatiVe'assumptions (A and B) which

in part reflect the difference between the Ivorian perspective, in which

the costs of the E/S system beflect only the additional costs,resulting-

fromtuilding upon the existing formal schOol'system ETV capabilities.

(assumption. A), and the perspective of international audiences, who may

be concerned with replicatin$ a similar pon-formal system when no formal

ETV system:is in place -(essumption.B). This is not to say that costs

under assumption A are the relevant ones for the Ivory Coast, and those

underB for international aUdiences--it is-likely that either audience

. will favor.some combination of the two assumptions. For example, we only

include an imputed value for the cost of animateur time and audience

. viewing time under assumption B. However, althoUgh neither resource

zequires an_sxpenditure outlay for the Ivorian.governmenti they may,both
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be considered costs from he Ivorian perspective, if alternative uses dIP

such individuals' time is considered to be of social value.

.Tables 5, and 8 PrOvide.some.alternative summary cost' measures

of the Ivorian E/S system experience. The cost of producing an hour of

TPT programming is.about 8.8.million F CFA (about 35,000 U.S. dollars),

which is considerably more than many ETP production efforts, although the

need to attract and retain an audience may necessitate more expensive

productions than those used .for foTmal school ETV systems whith have a

captikre,audience./. Overall the Ivorian g/S system, in annualized terms,
---,-

cost 450 F CFA per viewer per broadcast under assumption A and 965 F CFA

per viewer per broadcast from the perspective of assumption B. Whether

or not such costs are considered reasonable of course must depend on how

society values the-effects resulting from the,E/S system.

In S tion II.S we consider aspects,of the E/S system which may

entail.so ial costs not captured by the monetary price measures used

above evolving around five topics: foreign aid, the teacher as ani-

mateur, the choice of. the village School as the reception site, the

nature of some TPT'programs, and the introduction of -the television medium',
,

to the rural village environment. . Although we cannot summarize each Of

these conaideratiOns here; the general point is that they may have

negative impacts in terns of thein effects onthe individual, the commun-:

ity, the E/S project itself; and the general societal development in the

IvoryCOast that need to be examined inqny'.evaluation of the social costs'

Of the E/S system.

Section_III 'of this paper we take the annualized cost description

df the E/S system delloped In7the previous section and translate it into



cost function terms in order to view the cost itpact various polity deci-

siOns concerning' E/S could have. That is, we first make is number of

assumptions about how E/S system annualized costs are related to .the

following variables of interest:

hp the 4umber of LI hour prOgrams produced annually;

ht the number of hour programs transmitted annually;

NIT the number of villages in the system;

No go, the average number of village schOold open per
program broadcast; \ .

.

and Na the average audience. per program broadcast.

The assumptions made yield the following two cost functions, one.under

assumption A and the other under B, which depict-the total costs, TC

(in F CFA), of the EIS system in terms of the variables above:

(A) TC 26,600,000 IF 5,350,000 hp + 380,000 ht + 34,900 Nv + 1715 N
+ 74 (ht x No)

and
1

(b) TC 26,600,000 + 5,355,000.4 + 380,000 ht_+ 246,100 Nv + 1715 Na
+ 6129 (ht x No) + 75 (ht x Na)

As the reader can see the variabled included do not enter linearly

and fpither, some of the variables are related to each other; in partic-

ulathp and+ht aie interdependent, as are Nv, No, and.Na. Nonetheless,

if we assume the,cost functions are reasonably accurate, we can rather

easil trace through the cost impact of policy decisions affecting one

or more of the included variables, In Section iII.B we examine the
e

costs resulting from potential decisions t9 expand the f011owing4 (a)

4,

program production; (b) the proportionpf repeated broadcasts; (c) the

audiedce size and the number of animateura;. (d) the training: given to

animateurs; (e) .the production of suppOrt materials; and (f) the evaluation
.
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effort. Basically'we find the marginal cost of expanding b, d, e, and f

to below relative to total costs, and therefore if any such expansion

is believed to yield significant social benefits it should be closely.

considered. Expanding program production and audience size may be. some-

' what more costly, although there'may be inexPensive means to get some

increase in both, through the provision of u e.available and reliable

program production/equipment and processing, and through increasing-the

motivation of the animateur to open the village schools for TPT broadcasts

(although this latter ction may bedifficult unless animation activities

are recompensed). In any case, economies of scale will likely make any

expansion of programming or Aewers result in lower average costs per

viewer per hour. Again, whether such expansion is ,worthwhile must rest

on a comparison of its marginal costs with its marginal benefits.

We conclude Section III with a few comments on E/S syst'em financing.

We note that at present a sizable portion of total system costs are

financed by foreign contributions, about 1/3 under assumptiob Ar..- Under

assumption B, where animateur and audience timels considered to be of

social value, we observe that these private contributions amount to about

1/5 of total system costs cwith foreign aid under B also amounting to.

about 1/5 of total costs). ,..We alSo briefly examine the internal financing

mechanisms used in E/S system operations and observe that sometimes the

processes of bureaucratic control can impair the efficiency with which

the system operateS, leadin4 perhaps to lower system output than is

potentially possible.

In Section IV we conclude by discussing various perspectives on the

Ivorian development context within which the costs of the E/S system must'



be assessed. While some view the E/S system as a stral.ghtfo4pard provi-

-VT& of useful information to_rural adults, other observors question

whether its passive instructional mode and the lack of an,integrated

accompanying service infrastructure, can really eftd in Ivorian rural

development. The perspective taken will significantly influence how one

values system costs and benefits, as well as on what aspects of the

system nhefocusses for needed changes.

a

ta.
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I. filTEODUCTION

There has been increasing interest,inless industrialized countries

in'the potential uses of electronic communications. technologies as a

Mechanism by which to expand, or improve their formal SchOoling system

At th.eaame tithe ma4'of these same nations, recognizing that their

immediate development objectives require it),-4fealso turning greater -

attention to the present educational'needs of their adults, especially,.

in rural regions, and there appears to be a general resurgencef what
.

arexsually grouped as non-formal edUbational activities. In 'the Ivory.

Coast these two trends have come together in what is a.relatively unusual

sylitem of using educational television.forrUkaL. non-formal, adult

education.
,

television is generally considered a relatively expensiVe educational.,

medium (whether this is in fact the case depends on. any factors) encl.'

its application in the rural areas of less industrialized countries is.-

quite rare; The leck(of electrification in most of the world's rural

regions. is clearly a significant harrier. In the Ivory Coast a derision

was made to utilize educational' elevisiOn throughout theCountry's

primary school system and battery'opeated televisions have been widelyi

distributed to schools in rural regions. The Ivorian "Extra-Scolaire\
. -

(E/S)'system grew up, in part, as a *way .to take advantage of, and in

some sense to rationalize' the existence of, this ETV reception system.

bespite the fact that the 'circumstances--that led the Ivoriansto

. expekiment with, ETV for non-formal, rural, adult education were relatively

unusual, we pre likely to see more-similar giforts in the future for at -

'12



, least two reasons. First, the costs of television, power sources, and

Other hardware are Aclining relative to the coseta teachers and human

labor.in general. Clearly relevant is the 'development of satellite.
4

systems that can broadcast to relatively low cost community receivers

and which will likely have a significant effect on world' communication

and education patterns.. fecondy the increased attention non7formal..
.

Ailik.-i ..
.

.

.

education has been receiving will likely yield.greater budgets and. more

inOrnational interest. -Thus the Ivorian protect is of Apterest to many

audiences and in thig pper we try to examine System-costs from the

:peripective of these other audiences, as well as from the point of view

of Ivorian decision-makers.

This scudy is able to build on the considerable evaluation effort

that has been focussed on both the Ivorian formal and non- formal ETV

;systems, nd as the reader.will see, this has been essential to both

estimating system costs, and to providing alternative contexts from

which to interpret them. Appendices A, B, and C provide summaries of a

few of the "extra-scolaire" evaluation results to date and should beof
0, -

interest to readers not familiar with the project. In the remainder of

this introductory section we discuss at some length the approach to

economics and cost analysis, that lies behind this study, we provide a

descriptive overview of the Ivorian context and the project itself, and

lastly we examine in some depth the data on audience size, and general

system utilization. In Section II we go on to look, component by compo-
.

nent, at the costs of'the E/S system. In Section III we convert these

cost numbers to cost functions, in order to'analyze the impact on costs

of some possible policy decisions, and we also take a brief look at

/f 3



system financing. Finally, in our concluding section we disguss the

broader societal deVelopIent:context within which such cost analysis is

viewed.

A. Economics and Cost Analyis

It'is'not easy to speak plainly about economics. Around economics

as a profesSion.has grown a. well developed-technical theory, a .little
___

understood language, .and a mystique as the science of the social sciences.

There are different conceptions ofeconbmics dif4rent ways eco

view the happenings of-the social system that.we live in, different

conceptions of what are costs, what are effects, andrhat are benefits,

and even different thoughts as to what questions economists should be

asking. Public sector decision-makers are becoming *re and more aware

of this as they are engaging in increasingly more dialogue' with economists.

The recognition'is widespread that cost-benefit anaiysii has a long way

to go before it 'can ;ay'anything very definitive in'areassUch as elduca-

tion. However, decision-makers seem to hope that despite ambiguities and

differences of opinions on the-benefit side, some at least relatively

,unambiguous rational.ity glades can be found by looking at the cost side.

Unfortunately this is noi clearly the case.

Decision -- makers have recognized that there are problems even on the

cost side, d many have heard economists argue about questions of how

. one views. c pital:costs, discount rates, opportunity Costs, and in

general, social costs. Economists obviously'hav more in mind than the

budgets that decision-makers face when they talk about costs,* and some

*If they d not, 'there would be
a-cost( is, since the deci
sidefag about budget exp

little point in having an economist do.
n-maker obviously should know con-,
ses than an outsi4e ec mis

t-

1-1,c

-7- A



of what they have to say often seem sensible to the decision-maker while

other considerations often seem very abstratt, esoteric, and inapplicable

to the realities of the decision world. Unfortunately, the discussions

by economists are

makers often feel

ative judgements.

often so couched.in theory and jargon that decision

they do not have sufficient knowledge to make ompar-
',..!'

This problem is increasingly common in a'world.where

expertise and specialization are Considered the norms fer good judgement.,

One solution to t1-4 dilemma is increased understaildirtg of ae least

Nthlrbasic principles behind the "expert" judgements. To understnd yhat-,

costs mean to an economist, one must understand the basic elements of

economic thopght. We feel such an understanding is important to enable

decision-makers to judge the potential contribution and of

economic analysis, including cost analysis. Therefore in this subsection.
1.

V

we devote greater than usual effort towards explaining the basic meaning

of-costs to an-economist, the framework.on which such meaning is built,

/
and the significant problems associated with it. We conclude by briefly

defining someof the.. more technical Concepts that we will use to examine

the monetary cosh of theE/S system.

What is.usuatly called economics, is one version of the subject of J

economics that would be more accurately labeled by any one, of a nu

of expressions -- "competitive market theory," "free market theory,"

"neo- classical' economics," or "capitalist economics." We use these'

,labels,equivalently to refer to a body of literature, theory, and applica-

tions that has been prdvalent in ;eIt ylars in this country and through-

out a large part of the rest of the world. This body of.thought traces

its intellectual history from the work of. Adam Smith in the mid-eighteenth

15
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century and over the past two .centuries has devoted, conOlaerable atten-f.
.

tion. to the working's of the "'invisible hand" of the market s'ys'tem-. The

basic,/ underlying conception of this gt6Up of econogists is that under

certain circumstances an economy, wfiosebasic.unit is privately ownedA .

firs operated for profit, will exhibit an efficient allocation of
.

.
. .

, 21j--v
. . . .

resources, in which plicidsand services are produced with as few resources
.

i
as possible, and the choice of what is.provided is directed by peoples'

-

tastes and preference subject tojhe'scarcities of nature a the
-t

limits oVour'technical knowledge": The appeal of s social systeme-
a

outcomes. are recognizable.. -What is less recogni d: hoc:ever -1p how this)'

conception underlies all conventional economic

benefits and costs for any undertaking.

nalyses of both .,societal:

Competitive market theory begins with sOmeassumptionS'about how

the'economy operates -- chief among' them are that people who produce

goods and services are out'to maxim ze their own happines;' that these

profits 'earned producti utility (economist's jargon for

happiness) gained from consumption, are unaffectea'bysthe production or

consumption of others; that there are many buyers And many sellers of
,

,

, what are relatiVely homogeneous goods' and services, among whith competi--:-
.--. .,

,tion is solely on the,basis of price; that none of these individuAls or

firms can affect the market price by themselves; and that there is

.completeinformatiOn available to producers and consumers as to prices,

market opportunities, and the Alternative technologiet of production.
1.

'Astuming for the moment thap)these conditions hold, a number, of conclu-

.sions have been shown to follow that Many would.dom desirable. For

'example, under such a.system firms would produce those goods and services
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.
most vafued by.constimele,.and would produce them and 'sell theM at .the
/-
lowest possible cost. (Workers and raw materials wod4 ld be -paid at:* to

equivalent to whit they ,add to the value of:the firm's output. To 'hunt'
- %

lveconomy, operating accOrdlig to the aboie asstimptions
.
would

i ir..-

,.
,

not "wpste anything." The resources society ha/1;1 its dtsposal would ,-
t * )

Be used so efficiently that.no reaflo etion of thdse resources coll.d \

. illo .. ' AL it

yield a e!clear" i*rovement. That..,is,ithl! condition that tEe neo-classiCal,
. .

ecoilo9isentas.1011e4.33areto optimpliAttror gAroto-xff4,0,91py.J.
.,4_ , ,--1.4-11,61,

resourced.of ttecsociety-could'not be reallocated in BUCK away as

to Make even, one peva= better of without malting someone else worse off.

The behavioral dynamic that gives rise.to such ari economic st4te of

alfairs'is individual self - interest, motivating both the producers' and
t

the consomers: clbices.. 'Perfect competition relies oh prices to act as
0

signals that convert this private self-interpst into social gain. In a

cOOpetitive system no single, actor can affect price -- price is. determined

in the aggregate as an equilibrating index balancing supply and demand.

The price of a good or service thus reflects both the relative.value-tha,t-

consumers place on a good nthe.r elative value of the resources that r

goAnto_producing that. good, .given our knowledge of production techniques.-

Prices are/viewed by market wonomists as jocetal 4Pqrtunity costs.

That is, in a market system, they are a measure of the'valUe of the
.

resources that society had to use up or employ in order to psOduce the

particular good or service in question. Given the existence of ,competi-
'

tive, fOrces if those same resources were more highly valued by con-.

sumers in another endeavor, they smart profit maximizing edtrepreneurs

would bid the resources away,from the production of the reds Valued

17
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good or service in order to.initiate
'''

or augment the production of the
. t

'pre valued good or service.

Thisnotion.of. social opportunity cppt lies'at the.vertheart of

the neo-clissical economist's apProaeh:to.cost andlOis (end to that o
4

benefitS)benefits),. NOte,all threeterms.socilol-,oppOrtunity,.'and:costskwe

vial return- to "social" shortly)., A seiitible conceptiOn of."cost":would

Seemto imply the notion of opportudity foregone. 'Ille'cost of under-

activity is in Avery real sense- the lalue one placesonthe,
. .

, -

most preferred alternative .activitt:thatwas gien--,7up to pursue 'the first.

activity. the cost of.pumthasing a good orservice is the value to the

purchaser of the most preferred.good or service that could havebeen
'v"
pUrchised instead. ,Gpe can observe that "cost ", in this sense .is not, One

.

. .

ecitiValnt to priCe.. The cost of a shirt to:an individual is not the

monetary valUe paid for it, but thevalue to'the individual of using

that money,for the tndividudi's next preferred alternative, perhaps a. . .. ,

pair of sholes.

This basi.0 concept of opportunity coat depends on how one values
. ,

alternatives. - which serves to point out two. things: .that "costs"

gepends'Onmthe.AerSpective of thejr,Srsonincurring them, anherefore,

that the MeasureMentof,Coatills
quite'CoMplex,'beine,hoth situation-and

person specific. For example, a public policy-maker, facing a decision
, .

,as to whether or not to institute a new literacy program; may ponder the

,"costs of sucha program. Given that-such to program would require a

million ,dollars, the.cost,in this sense-, of instituting such a program

. is not the million.dollars, bu,t is the social value placedlon, let's say,
2\h,@

health program that one could alternatively institute. The million
\.,
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dollars limits the alternative posSibil(ities but the true cost .depends, .. .

'ion the valuing of- the alternatives fafregenet ., ...
.

,

.. ,
love, we:talk aboA how on might thVk generally of the concept ._

'4) ,Of/cost.. iowever the dependence 'On petspectivland the difficulty Of'c.

measUnimeiii-iWke sUch a co4ceptClifficult to use ferigener Ein&.precise..,

4
,--..

..
, . cho e criteria. 1.1hae.d.lo4etitive market theory toes is to add the ''-

, , . .4. , - (

, notion, of "social" to opporp.dity. cost Eind to ecitin.tb the thole -thing ...,, -..
.

.

.

L . . r
, .e

,
:.' . with Trice. -Under perfect cOmpetitiop the' priCe .of a good is t4ught to

, .,.. ; , ,
, ,

,.;

opportunity
. , .. ?"1' 1, .,be a peasure:of its social Opportunity cost, -that is,. a measure of the

value society foregoeS 1:),' employing ith resources toProduce that 'good
, - 1

,

..instead of others:

ThiS conception of pric as social value rests firmly on the .assump-.

tions of-perfect competition. Sinceno economic system operates strictly.

according to the-few, but. tatlier unrea ietic assumptions of theoretical

competition given earlier one critics estion is what happens ikp this

view of price when the ,system deviates from,these assU4Iptions, -'Despite
'/

much research by ieo-classical economis what are called market

."imperfectioni," this 'question; in our opinion, has not been really faced.

The existing literature does indicate. topus that if given\ almost any

real world deviation from the simplistic-theoretical assumptions of

,perfect competition for a good, ,its price will no longer measure what

conventional economists call its social value. In an interdependent

economy, one "false" price will send ripples throughout the economy,

distorting many prices. A large pat Of this problem Is that there is

really a concept of "close to" a competitive .economy. A System is

r-either Pareto. Egisient or it is not: When a .system is not perfectly
-,/



.

. -competitive it. is not at all clear what .prices really si nify in any '.
4IA 0

.
.

social sense.. r ,

, . ------

-Furthermore, the whole neo-clas&ical idea of the "society" in
.

"social" costs (or behefits) as
.

some abstract entity that ingurs all the

ir

costs-(And xeceives all.the benefits) of any partibular activity IS.
,

'qoite Problematic.. Ixst, sodietyi"::s an aggregatelofAndividuald 'has
:

changing prefetences
*
?Eges-thlt may themselves result from public and,s..

private sector activities (such as in communicAions and education).

Second, both the market principle of "one dollarwoone iiote,';',and Its

public sector extension of investing if the benefits exceed the costs

are illustrative of the absence of serious considerations of equity and

power in the neo-classical concept of "society." A decision' in which,

within the neo-classical perspectiVe, the social benefits outweigh the

social costs, will not prevent some groups from being harmed by a decision,

while other groups benefit. In a world such as this, tlie "consumer

(i.e., that consumers' preferences direct!resource alloca-
)

tion) cry of the "free" market economists becomes an
,

The two-problesde discussed above, taken together, fOrm a-critique

that questions the basis of most Western economic thought and consequently

that of the cost-benefit'analytic framework that is most commonly used.

First, it is not clear that monetary value represents what competitive

'..market edonoMists consider societal value and second it is not even

clear what:"society" as an aggregate. concept-really means. Competitive
,p

market economics orients itself toward Pareto Efficiency; -a theoretical

'state of Society in which no one couldA3e made better off without making

someone else worse off. ItiroVements in economic efficiency are defined

20,
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7, 10 .

as movement toward this state of world. et since "modern".ecOnomics

refuses to consider comparisons of welfare between People, and since no

real world decisions benefit all parties, there are, strictly speaking,I

-. a

no preetieir guides 4 choice provided by su4 :theory. All of this is

reflected in the lack of a conceptual-ordering ci.fwhat "closer to Pareto

Optimality " would mean. When some win-and Oihets lose, one needs some
0 I -. $

conception of the whole, the society, .to decide if there Is a =et gain

.
.1. _ . .

. ,. .

' or loss, in order to make social choices. Without. such a conception
. .

. .

even cost analysis which aggregates resource inputs by price, becomes.

problematic as a decision tool. To the extent that prices do not reflect

a social valuatiOn of goods, services, people, etc., analysis thatjs

based on competitive market theory can-yield a seemingly objective mode

that covers many implicit interpersonal judgements.

We began this rathdr lengthy disgression in order to explain how.

cost analysis, as it is usually practiced, rests in a 'yery.fundamental

tense on one particular economic theory. When an economist of thig

persuasion tells the decision-maker that p/heshould'include a measure
.

- of the value of donated labor or services (by a market price proxy). in

the cost of a project, the economist is_conceivingofthis donation_as

having a "social"'opportunity cost. When ap economist tells a decision-
. \

maker to, employ a social rate of discount in converting capital costs to

annual costs, the economist is viewing that capital investment as fore-

going other alternative societal investments and the social discount

rate-as the price of tying up capital. And when an uses. the
e.

market priCe_of a resource as a measure of its cost, s/he is viewing'

that, cost as a valid-ikeasure of the value society places on resource use.,

2
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The.probl that. 1.4p.diScpSed'AbOve mareone "question to what
.'. -s.. - 4,iK t

74,. .- 4,. t ,-
extent any of thedWprice measures reflect a legitimate claim to be

,. -,
c..,-,.. ..;---

. ,

treated as the'prqpir weighted indices of a social-valuation proceSs,

: / ..
c.

and7the sum total calledthe "social cost.", ) .

41Owever, alternatives =to prices
..

.

as the correct social irdices by

whiciftoaggiegate, resource- efforts are scarce. The MostWellideveloped ,-
w ,

.

.A.lternative to neo-classical economic theory is Marxist theory. However,
,

.

. the cost and benefit fratework of conventionalacpnomics does..11ot fit
,

well with the structural,- historical.analysis of Marxism. Marx's labor

theory of value might argue.for a conception df cost in terms of the
4

value of workers'. effort6 devOted toward a particular endeavor, but

obtaining such measures has significant practical and theoretical

.difficulties. Marxist theory is, however, quite useful In thinking

about possible structural effects of a decision, consequent hidden costs,'

andthe whole nature of What we mean by "society," which is crucial to

a legitimate conception o costs.

The points above could be interpreted as'giving support to decision-.

makers who might wish to ignore economists and cost-analysis., The

economist,often berateS the decision- maker, {or the structure of decision-
,

making) whose:view of costs extend only to their budgeting impact. But

if prices are not. accurate indicators of social valuation then the

decision-maker may rightly ask why should s/he pay any attention to the

economist who only seems tb want to add more esoteric' considerations?

One answer to this question 'is that the conventional economist's view

of the world.has some common sense.merii, which we feel:the decision-.

maker usually recognizes, despite all of the above objections. For

2 2
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. .

example," despite. questions about the neo7classical conception of society,

there are clearly alternative uses to which a volunteer's time, or a large

capital investMent an'be devoted and we, as a society, are fore

going those uses when we -esipioy such'resources on a project. Although_

the measure of Value society puts on those resources, or puiChased
NI . .

resources,. ay not be captured by _prices or amputed price proxies,.such

uses are still reasonably viewed.as social costs.

What we see this whole discussion as imply4.ng isnot that ondiShould

ignore costs or prices, but that one must try and think. sensibly about

them. Budgets do constrain choices and a million dollars expended on

one project could have purchased a million dollars indifferpt'resources,
.

at their going prices (regardless of. hether those prices are determined

in a competitive market place, by private collusion, or by.public adminis-

tration) for another project.. Thus' total Monetary costs are useful in

delimiting.the alternatives that oneforegoes.

Moreover, questioning prices as valid measures of social value does

not yield a neglect ofcosts, but focusses attention instead on the

relationships among prices, costs, and benefits.' In a way costs and

benefits are two Ades of the same coin we were to purchase some--

thing for you, what is a cost-to us is a benefit to you. 'If prices are

not guides to social value they are not good means of aggregating

resource efforts, but they do give a measure of both t1 monetary benefits

that go to other (perhaps overlapping) groups. This view implies that

s.in evaluating .the worth of a project one should look not only at who is
V

paying for it and whosis receiving the benefits of the project, but also

at who is receiving the benefits of the expenditutti on resources for the
b

23
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roject (e.g. what companies' productg/a. purchased). Neo,hclassical

e onomics makes this latter concern irrelevant, ,n technical least-cost

deC sion of social optithizat'ion. Without prices as valid social

indi ators, efficiency. questions become much more complex, and all

decisions must be. based pn more conscious social valuatiOn processes,'

-

which i clude considerations of the distribution of wealth and Power in

a societ . In sdara situation the rule of. consumer severbigay as the

guide to esource allocation is replaced with difficult questions of

whose pre erences.really do or should govern such decisions.
-

The. urpose of this subsection has been to explain the basic concept-
.

ual7.under innings of the economist's view of costs and their limitations.

*e believe that with the increased attention, being focused on the

"economics" of edUcational activities, there has been too little atten-
,

tion paid to decisionrmakers' understanding of the concepts behind the
.

cost (and bbnefit) figures-that.have been calculated. the

. .

;.usually' technical work of economists, in education is n'ttasily

preted or evaluated. Ti'. our analysis of the costs.of the E/S system in

this paper we examine, in a rather'technical fashion,' monetary estimates

of th'e °social costs incurred, as well as try to pay'sOme attention,to

the brcader coaceptiont-of costs, that cannot be easily expressed in

moneta' value. .

In terms of our technical analysis of monetary Costs, we try to
.

view the E/S project as a system, from conception to reception to evalua-.
. .

tion (for this reason alone, the cost analysis reflects considerably

more than budgetary costs, since not all parts of the system are financed

by thl same budget). In Order for the reader to understand clearly this
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technical analysis there are a few cost concepts that are especially

useful: fixed costs, variable costs, and marginal costs. Thesecost

concepts are based on thinking about monetary costs-, not as numbers; but

.

as functions of the variables that define the system in question. The

translation of cost numbers to cost functions is essential. in order to
- .

say something about t$ impact of decisions on project costs:\

Fixed costs af.COsts that are incurred th.lit:arenot affected by

changes in syseem variables. For example, regardless of how"many viewers

are in the E/S system, a certain portion of administration may remain

relatively fixed, or regardless of how many programs are produced, per-

haps some of ehe'asic costa connected with the existence of a program

production system remain fixed. From a long term view of most activities,

iris likely that few, ifany,'cotts are fixed. However, for'decisiOns

that are instituted in'the short term; a considerable share of total

costs may be fixed.

Costs that Are not fixed, are by-definition variable._ Variable

.costs are ones that chabge as various characteristics of 'the system in

question change: For example, within theE/S systeM, there are likely:

to be some costs that vary 'with the size of the geographical area covered,

the number" of educAtional.programs produced, or the audience size. -The

Manner in whiCh Monetary (or non - monetary for that matter) costs vary

with Any particular syStem characteristic in-question is determined byl
. .

the nature of the particular process be examined. Some costs may

vary In direct proportion to-certaivi system, charactiriatics,.whileothers

may vary,in a less uniform ManTier'.\

1. ,
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Marginal CoStstrictly speaki , is that cost increment (or

decrement) due to iiione.unit fn6fea e (or decrease) in some particular

system output or'inPut. For example, given the E/S system operating in

a certain specified Manner, onecould look at the marginal cost of adding

one more viewer to the system, the marginal coSt of producing another

hour of programming, the marginal cost oLhayingogp moreanimateur4, etc.

Marginal costs are orttconflised. with Variable costs, since sOmptimes..
.

.they turn out be the sane number (when certain costs vary in direct

propottiOnto a systeM characteristic) However, the concepts are,

distinct: fixed and variable cost concepts -are useful.for describing

the cost behavior-of a system,. while the marginal cost concept is the

.one most relevant to examining the cost impact of a decision. Actually,

the term marginal'cost is often.used, not to refer to a one unit change

in system output or input, fikit'to* refei to the total additional costs'

(or total decrease in costs) resulting from'the decision,. The whole

idea,Of rational decision-making is based on,the'concept'of'comparing

the additional, marginal, costs of a decision,,' Lth.its

i.e., marginal, benefits'.

The cost framework and concepts that have been disCussed*in*this.

subsection form thi basis for the cost analysis that'follows. After in
-

* The concepts of recurrent and caPitallcosts are elso'iecessary to our
monetary cast analysis, although less:central:tfian'the7ones above.
Recurrent costs are defined as those costs that, are incurred foi
resources whose.uSefullife extends for oneyearOr less... Capital
costs are defined as those costs that'are inputted for resources whose
useful life is greater than one-year. InOrder io'estimate the annual'

_:costs of 'a particular activity one must somehow "annualize" capital.
`Coste. SconomiSts , as we mentioned earlier, use a social interest
,rate at. a social priC6 forsuch,capitallinvestMent. See Jamisoni
and Wells (1977) for a thorough explanation.

ti
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the remainder of this section providing the reader with a description

of the Ivorian context, the E/S project, and the extent of its utilize-
...

ticin, we then, in Section II, use the economist'sconcept of price as a

proxy measure for social costs to examine the historical societal costs

r

incurred by the various components of,the.E/S system in monetary terms..

At the end of Section II, recognizing the'limitatiOns of price as a

_measure of social cost, as described above, we broaden our consideration

.

of E/S system costs to discuss features of the system that may impose

societal costs,.yet are not estimable in monetary terms. In Section III,

we first translate our historical Monetary',syscem cost analysis into

cost function terms through making a number of assumptions as to what

costs are fixed and what are variable with certain system characteristics.

'We then use the cost functions generated to analyze the marginal costs
e

of a number of possible decision' alternatives available to the E/S system

in the future. In Section IV we oonclude by placing, the whole discussion

of monetary and non-monetary costs of the E/S system in the context of

rural development in the Ivory Coast, for it is only within, such a. con-.

-text that reasonable intetpretations can be made of the value society

places on the resources utilized by the E/S system.

4

B.' Descriptive Overview

The extra-scolaire,educationaltelevision system began experimental

'operations in January, 1973. In. order to 'understand its basic direction,

organization, and cost it is helpful to have some knowledge of the

general Ivorian context within which it operateS, and more specifically,

of the formal schooling ETV system on which it has built.
.(fl;

27
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1. GeneralsBackground

The Ivory.Coast has a pOpulation of about 7 million, 45% of whom

are under the age of 15,,And it covers a geographic area.;of:abbut 125,0.00

square miles. Politically it is a One party state. About 60% of the

population is rural, living primarily in the approximately 80000 small

villages and towns. It Is principally an agriculture ba'sed economy with

its chief products being coffee, cocoa, and timber, mostly for export.

The production of banana, palm oil, coconuts, pineapple, maize,sUgar,

cotton, and rubber are being expanded. The industrial sector is rapidly

increasing in importance, accounting for about 20% of the Gross Domestic

Product (GDP), which reached almost 600 billion F CFA (2.4 billion U.S.,
P

dollars) in 1975. With aGDP per capita of about 90,000 F CFA ($350),

the Ivory Coast albne of the wealthiest nations in Africa.

The-Ivory Coast received its independence from France in 1960."

Over the following dectde the country seems'to 'have consciously pursued'

economic policiesidesigned to yield an increase in GDP through following

a national development model that economists would generally characterize

as one of unbalanded growth.* That is, public policy was focused on
%\

developing certain sectors of economy, in the Ivorian case, primarily

1

the nascent industrial sector and the large plantations growing exportable

agricultural products, as opposed to other sec rs of the economy, of

e

primary interest here being the large pop ce of small farmers and

agriculturalworkers in the rural areas. _An integral part of this

development strategy was the considerable encouragement given to foreign

* A Aviaber of writers on Ivory Coast development have voiced this view,
and have indicated that such is openly acknowledged by Ivorian Aouthor-
ities. See The Institute for Communication Research (1976), Amin (1967),
Clignet and Foster (1966).-- ;
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capital and labor, primarily from France in the area of modern expertise

and investment capital, andfrom,neighboring African nations, in. terms

of ldw- cost unskilled- labor.

.

Thel4Orsuit of such policies seems to have had a clear payoff' in
Ar77

terms of a 7%.Aal annual-groWthitate in GDP over the period 1960-1970.

-During this period indiotrial production Brew at-an annual rate of 11%

And exports more than tripled.* Other results of these.develOpment

policies are,less clearly a benefit. According1to Monson and Purcell

(1976, 0. 1):

Such foreign.

inthe,.Publa

Some sixty percent of the unskilled jobs in
.the. modern sector are held bYthese African(
(mostly Upper Volta and Mali) migrants. Non-
African,capital and labor'are also important.
Foreign interests own eighty-five percent of
private industrial,caPital in the country.
Expatriate labor (mainly,,French) numbers
about-twenty thousand and occupies seventy
.percent of the managerial and technical
positions in the modern sectror-laborlorce.

invotvement in the priVate sector has its clear counterpart

AectOr4tehen,194 and Amin 1967 .for discussions
t

from different perspecties of this public sector issueLl-

During this decade, as a response to the policy described above,

there has been considerably greater attention paid to other facets of

national development. "The economic options currently pursued seem to

fimor a modernization of/agriculture on a much wider scale, the develop-

ment,he.rUralnreas and 4S,pecple as a _means to this goal and an..
1

. ;

-i:'4;IV6rization.of the. conomy as a whole (especially commercial and'indus-
1,-'

7 trial:Sectors)." (Insttute for CoMmunication Research;'19.76, p. 49.)

*. see Monson and Purcell (1976).

29
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4

We will returnoto discuss generally some aspects of the 'Ivorian evelop-

.

ment strategy and its relation, to the extra-scolaire program in the
6

conclnding section of this paper. For the, moment, this brief picture

forms a backdrop against which to view both formal and non-formal

educational activities in the Ivory Coast:

The formal schooling system,in the Ivory Coast was inherited from

the French, set up during colonial times, and considerably expanded

since independence. For example enrollments in primary school over the

first decade since independence almost tripled, from about 170,000

student's, enrolled in 1960 to 500,.000 in 1970. EXpandions at higher

levels were also substantial: Nonetheless, during the late sixties

dissatisfaction with various aspects of the educational system led to

a complete reform of te"system of primary schooling. Such reforms were

.part of a general response to the imbalance-Of previous-economic

expansion policies.

t

More specifically, in 1970 only about 40% of the relevant age group

population were enrolled in primary school. Second, the efficiency with
re.

which students passed through the school system was IOw due to high

repetition rates, and to a lesser extent, high dropout rates. Third,

the primary school system was felt to be implicitly or explicitly

encouraging unwanted/rural-urban migration. In response to these and

other con erns, perhaps most notably the Eur pean nature of the curriculUm-i-, -

the 1VbrianjiO4ethmentiwith substantial international.
I

encourage
1 i--- ..

.,

.4

`aid' and

went, pi-ilarily from Francelinitiateetheir primary school reform. The
o

,

principal componeats'of this reform. were the introduction of a system of

educational tele(fision to carry a substantial portion 'of the instruction;':,

0

30
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anraccompanying revision. Of-the curriculum reinforced by the develoOment.

Of new printed. materials for students and teachers to 'support the TV
-..

;.

system,' snd a large efiort. to- upgrade primary school teachers qualifica-

tion through the use of new and extendei teacher training programa and

`institutions, as well as with inrservice ETV training foriteachers. In

1971 the E system of the Ivory Coast began4ts firstbroltdcasts to

,about 20,000 fi4st grade students. In each subsequent year the system

. covered an additional grade,. By the 1976-1977 school year the ETV

system coveted all Six grades and about 325,000 students,Which.was
. ,

.about half of those enrolled in the public school,primary system'(40%

of total, public and private, primary enrollment). Over 1,000,006

students are projected to be in the ETV system by 1985, reflecting total

cthversion to ETV (except for almost 10% of the students, enrolled in

schools that will not get the TV signal) and the Ivorian government's

publid commitment toUniyersal primary education by that time. (See

Eicher and Orivel, 1977, for a more deiiiled description and in.anaiysis

of System costs.)

2. "Extra- Scolaire" System Structure and Organization

In the original planning for the reform, there was a little dis-

cussiOn of:using the television:for some form of postprimary education,
f , _

especially given the knowledge that the existing secondary school system

could, not cope with the rapid planned expansion of primary school (see

SEEPTE,* 1968). However, the nature of such efforts were not specific-
,

ally defined and at the present time there is considerable attention

* A list of acronyms used is included as Appendix D.

31
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being paid to what fcWms this type of education should take for primary

schooyeavers (see Daniere, et. al. forthcoming; Wells, 1977; and

Ministry of. Education, 1976).As planning for the primary school ETV.

. system proceeded, the 'nature of the additional educational uses to which.

the television system should be put changed, moving from a "pcist-priMaire"

conception, focussed on primary, school leavers, to an extra-scOlaire"

conception foCusaed.on rural, and more recent urban, adults, most of

whom have not completed primary schooling.

The Extra-Scolaire Unit was organized and formed in January, 1973,

under the then,State Secretariat for Primary Instruction and Television

Education (aleVated to the Status of a Ministry in 1976) which was res-

ponsible
A .

for primary, schooling. The intent was to develop a system of

out of school education designed to reach rural adult audiences with a

wide range of educational and informational TV programs related to

national development.

Cooperation and coordination between various ministries was and is
4,

considered.essential.to the operation.. The first year and a half of
.

activities was considered to. be experimental in nature and the fully

operational phase co==enced with the 1974-1975 school year. In the

remainder of this section we will briefly describe some of the features

of the extra-scolaire system, concentrating on those most releiant to

our analysis. For a fuller description-see the.report done by the

Ivaluation Service (1975a) as well as some parts Of Section II below in

which we detail those aspects necessary to an analysis of system costs.

The precise organizational structure of extra-scolaire activities,

has continued to change since its inception. -Basically, there are three;.
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departm4nts.within the E/S unit. One concentrates on the production of

broadcast programs, another on the animation of reception actiyitied,,

and the third on research relevant to the operations. In' addition there

As a small fourth group that works. with video-tape instead of film; they

have a self-contained mobile video unit, donated by UNESCO.:)and engage

in a variety ofactivities such as the. production and distribution of,

ETV kograms that are not of sufficient national interest to wartant

open circuit broadcast, on-location training of animateurs, and various

special projects (see EvaluatiOn Service, 1.97b for4a, report of their

activities). Operation of the E/S Unit was initially divided betieen

a gropp in' the ,center of the country; at Bouak4, where the primary school

ETV production system complex is located and Abidjan, thecapital city

on the southern coast, where governmental operations are headgPartered.

However, in 1974, most activities and.personnel were shifted to Abidjan

to further both Internal and external coordination.

Extetnal coordination is extremely important to all aspects of E/S

Unit operations. Research activities are coordinated with those of the

Evtluation Service of the Ministry of Primary. School Instruction and

Educational Television;'apd animation and4oroduction activities with the

ETV production activities of the formal school system and those ptoduc-

tion and transmission capabilitie6 of the National Ivorian Radio and

Television (RTI) btoadcast system. Perhaps most significantly is that
A

All E/S activities, especially the decisions toncerning_ETV4kogramming

direction and content, must be coordinated between the many government

ministries and agencies concerned with national ppysical and human

resource developments. Despite its organizational location. within an

33
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education ministry, the EiS Unit has relied on interministerial committees

and oeteide ministry and agency requests, to guide its development and

ithe content of its ,program activities..

The stated goals of E/S operations reflect a very general mission

to aid in development activities. A promotional pamphletpUt'out in 1975

listed three goals:

Teundertake an educational initiat ve.that will
-allow all Imprians, rural and urban, to'understand
the developtent ttrategies pursued, to participate
actively in the improvement of their condition and
a Vetter distribution of the fruits of economic
progress;

- Ts allow adults to reflect on the probleiatic
situations in their milieu, to take decisions on
communal actions within real working groups, to
express their difficulties and their needs, and

'to search for, by themselves, some solutions; my
coordination with administrative and political

. Authorities;

O

TO make more efacient use of the existing tele-
vision network. (SEEPTE, 1975, p. 1)

A more recent document.(see E/S Unit, 1976c) prepar ed for the'inter-.

ministerial Programing Committee is somewhat more specific in proposing
a

and discussing the followingefive objectives for'E/S activities:

1. Knowledge of the economic, political and
administrative structures, in order to
bring especially the rural Population in
contact with the outside world and to
allow the population to use the various
services (e.g., Prefecture, dispensary,
post office, bank, etc.)

2. Introducing those techniques which could
' improve the production, in order to go

from a subsistence economy to an exchange
economy. ,

3. Knowledge of behavior which will improve'
the social and sanitary conditions.
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Awareness and analySis'ofekiiiing.situations;
research of.adequatesolutions for inserting
the masses in the modern world without'breaking
with Certain traditional values..'

'5., Preservation of.certain traditional value's,
and awareness of cultural entitl.es within

. which. development without alienation is
possible.

[Evaluation Service,Service, 1975a, pp. 78-79]

It seems clear nonetheless. that the goals for E/S leave quite a degree

of latitude in determining exactly on what types of prograMs E/S should

concentrate on, and on what types of formats their'eaucational activities

shoUld take. These are issues that we willfreturn'to.in the cOncluding,

section. Also from aboVe we observe that the target audience included

all adults, notwithstanding the emphasis on rural audiences and it/ is

with this in mind that the E/S system

Casts under the name "'MI6 Pour ToUs"

As mentioned. above, decisions on

has-chosen to publicize its broad-

(TPT),Allevision for Everybody.

program topics seem to come

primarily from suggestions made by various governmental' ministries and

agencies connected with development activities, usually reflecting the

priorities of the current Ivorian Five Year Plan. There may be a grow-

ing' interest in obtaining ideas directly from the field, from the people

who will be receiving the broadcasts, but such interest has not yet led.

to .a change in practice-(see EValuatioh Service,.I975a,

Over the past.four years a veritable potpourri of program topics. have

..been addressed: health and nutritional problems dealing with water

diseases, medical care, etc.; agricultural products, problems., techniques,

and projects; housing, banking, money, and credit; the rural exodus;

folklore and traditions; tourism; the ETV systemlor school children;
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9.

urban problems; electricity;.family budgeting; politidal and cultural

documentaries;. job,, Counselling and c. and others.

Most programs are about a half hour in length, and produced by ETV
- - .

production-teams working directly for or loaned to, the E/S Unit. They

are broadcast in the evenings once or twice a week by,RTI over'the national

teletision channel that the Ivory 'Coast has. About 30 to 35 such programs

have been produced and broadcast during each_academic year: Some printed

support materials are usually developed to accompany the broadCast,

although these are primarily directed to the animateurs at opposed to

the viewing audienCe,

The structure within which.E/S broadcasts are received has been

t, alluded to above at several points. The target audience of E/S operations

has been primarily,.,the rural adult, althoughincreasing,attention is

obeing paid to urban viewers in the last two years. About 86% of the.

Ivor Coast doe's -hOt have electricity and consequently,the fOrmal school-
.

ingh.ETV system installed television receivers in rural areas are powered

by alkaline batteries. The E/S system makes use of this structure by

attempting to get rUral'Iyorian adultp to come to,thosevillage schools
,

have a TV, on tljg evenings that an Vs prOtram is broadcast.

A key feature of.this reception andViewing system structure is the

role of the animateur which has long been an integral part of.French

development activities. 'Evans (1976, p. 7) provides a good description

ofthe theory behind this approach:

the basic technique,of animation involves the
development,of a trained cadre of discuss.on
leaders who promote a non-directive dialogue in
their communities which leads to the villages de=
finihg their deVelopment problems for themselves
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an&putting these problems in the larger context
, of their'Societye The -final step is mobilizing

the members of these communitieeto take common
action to oirercome the problems.

Although practice seems to differ considerably from theory in theliorian

E/S,in thatthegtroblemS are perhaps more other .defined (by tote programs)- 6

-than self defined, and -the goal of sensitization or awareness seems more

predominant than group decision -and action as We will discuss liter,,

the animateur still plays a critical role within the :E /S system.

The animateur is charged with informing he populabe of the broad-
.

cast subject and time (usually 8:15 P.M. on Wednesdays and Fridays),

urging theM to come, and opening up the classroom and unloCking the T.V.

He (there are very few female animators, despite'the importance of women

in rural life and development activities) then is usually called upon,

when capable, of translating the. programs narrative-and dialbgue tothe

local language, since the broadcasts are in the-national language,. French,

which Is not understood by perhaps 80% of the population, who speak a'

variety 0-locarlanguages. After the program the animateur is respons-

ible for fostering a discussion around the program'topic and fOr.promot7

'ing whatever follow -up activities are deemed appropriate.

.Animateurs are selected from the ranks of.primary school teachers:

Up until.recently it has been a relatively voluntary activity that

teachers engaged. in (some were assigned to take, the' position by local

school directors), and from the,beginning of the E/S system it seems

to have been .generally believed by these volunteers that.some form of
%

monetary recompense would be forthcoming. However inOctober, 1976 the
, 4

N .Ministry announced that henceforth E/S animation.was to be considered
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a normal part of a primary, teacher's job, and that those teachers who

served as animateur would not'receive additional payment. This has led.

to a.pconsiderable;amount'of dissatisfaction among the'animiteurs 'and

clearly has potential consequences for the E/S system, that we will

,aiscuss later.

At this poinf the reader should have a reasonably good idea of the

overall structure of the Ivorian E/S system and the context Within which

it operates. Before moving to, Section II which focusses on the costs of

the system, it is necessary to examine in some detail system utilization,

which will be useful both in estimating. costs and in analyzing their

significance.

. "Extra-Scolaire" System Utilization

renumber of the efforts of the various groups involved in E/S system
,

evaluation were concerned with 'an examination,of audience and aninateur-
,

participation. Consequently-a few reports have dealt with. this issue

and for more details on system utilization see Lenglet (1977), Priii

(1976), Lenglet (1976a, B), Evaluation Service (1975a), and IIOP (1975)

which are the principal sources from which the information below was

drawn.

Table 1 shows the total number of public primary schools in the

Ivory Coast that were equipped with ETV since 1972-1973, which form the

potential centers for animateurs directed group viewing of TPT programs.

We can see (from items b and c) that not all of these schools are yet

equipped with television; the Ivorian government plans to achieve

complete conversion to the ETV system by 1985, which would then encom-

pass about 90% of all public schools, the 90% limit being set by those

38
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Tall

TV Schools and PIS `Animators

1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1975-1978

II

.

(a) Total Number of Public Primar Schools
1900 2140 2470

(b) Total Nu4er of TV Schools 700 950 , 1110 1481

(c) b/a (in percent) 0
. 50% 52% 60%

(d) Total Number of "Inown"'Animateurs
175 400 658 899,

o

(

(a) d/b (in percent)
25% 42% 63%, 527.

I
, .

t.)

co
(f) dla percent)

'1'1'31% 36%

Source: Lengiet (1977, p, 2, Table 2)

39
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within the geographical coverage area of the one Ivprian ETV channel.

The number of "known" animateur(refer to thoSe primary school teachers

who have volunteered or have been volunteeted, for filling this role.

We can pee .(from items e and f) that.there is considerable capacity for

increasing audience size through the use of more animateurs and through

the installation of TV receivers in more schools.

It should.be realized that the number of "known" animateurs is

actually also an estimate of..the potential number of schools open for

E/S viewing, since all animators may not participate.. For the 29 TPT

programs broadcast between October, 1975 and April, 1976, the data

reported by Fritz (1976, p. 9) indicate that on the average only 34% of

those schools-with a "known" animator were-open for viewing, ranging
'4

from ahigh"of 63% for a program on waterborne deasease caused by

guinea worms which is a common problem in a number of regions, to a low
5

of 162 for a cultural documentary on nomadic tribes. (There were two

repeated'breadcasts during. that period and for one, that had just been

. .initially broadcast the previous weekianly,6% of the schools were

opened by the animateurs.)

TheSe data, like much of the data below,.were gathered by means of

an arimateur feedback systemcoperated within the EValuation Unit by an

evaluation specialist donated-to thelprbject by the German government.

Nuch of this information is s41f-repOrted by a sample of anima eurs who

.

were_asked.ta return weekly questionaires. There is a,strong belief
. -

among Evaluation Unit personnel That consequently much of this infora-.

tion is biased by animateurs interested in presenting A favorable pitUre

of their efforts, although the extent of this bias is-only guessed at.

a.

4J_
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Estimates of the size of the audience that views TPT programs in

the animated setting also comes from this database (see Fritz, 1976
Y,

and Lenglet 1976i.for details), In general, it has been observed that

for both.1974-1975 and 1975 -1976 there was adecline from the initiation

of the system each fall to its end at the .beginning of each summer in

terms of three related factord: the number of TV schololA open; the

average numberof viewers per school; and the total audiende size. The

average number of TV schools open during the 1975-1974 operational year
v.

was 305, exceeding the 279 average for the preceeding year. However,

in terms of the percentage Of:TV schools with a "known" animatchiro thi1/

-refledts-a substantial Oicline, from 422-to 34%, perhaps related to the

'A.ack of compensation given to the animateurs. The average nuMber of

viewers per school also decreased, from 57 per 'school in 1974-1975 to

51.the following year. Consequentll, the average number Ok viewers

also declined over thi's period, from about 15,900 the first year to

15,500 the second.

The potential for significant discrepancies between ectual and

reported. ittendance does not.allow us to put too much confidence in the

-above.dataVFritz (19764.p* 10) suggests the likelihood that, despite

instruction's to the contrary, animateurs who,fill Out feedback fOrms

include children in theirs count. The mumbersreported aboVe have been
..,

. .

reduced by 202 by Fritz to account for such overestimation, but some,
_/:...

evaluation personnel suggest that the correction factor plight be as high,
. .

. r.

,

-7V0-

ny e+ e pattern observed ovetillip (Within each year and
.

wo years) may be more'reflective of reality and there is

'2
a"-
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some concern:over whaeCan'be interpreted as declining interest. in

formalEiS viewing. However, with. the little information we have, the

causes. of these patterns can only be guessed at and they are likely due
0 ,

toga variety of factors including the lack o monetaryincentive for
.0

animateur effort,,th'e lack of adequate tr slation to local language

capbilities of the animateur, the work environment of villagers, the
.

insufficient attention paid to the traditional authority structures, the

ptatus of-the school as a place for children,' and the Hawthorne effect*

'tore observe in toitnew systems. Viewers' interestin the program does

seem to make a significant difference as can'-be..seen from the range of

the number of Itiewers,.from a high of 31,236 fOr a prograyi on dysentery

to.a loW of 3,445'for a programon water storage. 'All Of the above

' figures will be imporfant for the diSeussion of Sec On III in that we

will be interested-in examining the cost of different,sYitem expansion

strategies, such as increasing the commitment of animateurs, the area

and schools covered, and the audience interest.

It is also important in this context to examine the phenomenon

termed "Pkoute sauvage," referring to the widespread potential for

viewing the open circuit TPT broadcasts on private TV receivers. There

is little documentation- relevant to this point. In 1975 150,000 TV

receivers were reported to be in the Ivory Coast (1xclusive of ETV use),
4

and the estimated figure for 1976 of 200,000 indicates very rapid growth

(see Ministry of Plannipg, 1976). A survey by the Ivorian Institute of

1
* The term "Hawthorne effect" is applied to those results that may appear
due to the nature of sdme intervention, but in actuality are caused
simply by the fact, that an intervention was initiated; once the newness
of a system wears off these effects usually disAppear.

0- C
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Public Opiniotr (II0P, 1975) reports that 34% of urban.households have

television and 40% of these households are regular TV watchers,,with

the comparable figures for small towns'being 14% and 20%, respectively.

Only.27Z of. the urban population is reported as never watchingtelev on

Given that there is only one TV channel in the country, and that TPT

programs are' broadcast during prime viewing time, it is likely that such

programs draw many vies outside'the animated classroom sessions.

The IIOP (1975) survey, using a nationally representative adult

sample, did ask those interviewed if they viewed TPT programs, and the

responses are given in Table 2. )14e see that 34% of the population has

seen TPT broadcast at least once. However, for rural audiences who are

the prime target of E/S activities, only 18% of the population ever (

\report viewing TPT. It is i IIt ossible to translate these figures into

an average number of viewers per program, but we can see that with a

total adult lover 15) population of 3,750,000, the data implies that

30%000 people are regUlar TPT viewers,_which is alMost ten times

greater than the maximum viewing audience reported in the classroom
ro

setting. What "regular"-means, however, and-the'extent to which the

sample and resPonses were not biased, is far from clear. Furtherbore,
S.

the number of viewers isimarily of interest as an available (but

inadequate) proxy for the effectiveness, in terms of knowledge and

other benefits gained, of the system. It is felt byJI736 of the E/S

system personnel that if ankpbenefita are gained they are at least in

part dependent on the animation activities, especially in rural areas;

and-thus one more independent"viewer may not be-equivalent to one more

classroom viewer. We will return do such considerations again in



TABLE 2

Vio4h Aman, the General Population in 1975

.(in percent)

Urban Population

Rurallation

4 Semi-rural

-,Village

Rural average

Average Over Total Population

Source. 110? (1975)

r

2

Prevency Viewed

Regularly Sometimes Never TOTAL

14 19:,
. 16 51 100

9
ik

100 74 100

6 19 '83 iqp

7 9 82 100

13 , 13 66 100
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;
*

Section III after we examine the component costs Of the E/S systeMAn

the following section.

A



COST.COMFONENTS OF "EXTRA-SCOLAIRe.
.

.

. .

.

.
.

In thisAseotipn we examine the costs incurred by the various &mix)-
,.,!,-,..,,,--t,

_ ,

.,
. .

' nents of. the EIS system: adMinistrition, program production, program

transmission; support materials production and distribution, and recep-

tion. In accord with some of the points we,discussed in Section I.A, we
.

f- ,

conclude with a.broader discussion of, some non-monetary cost considerations.

Throughout this-section we will attempt to keep in mind both internal

And external audiences,. as we discussed at the outset For those. within

the Ivory Coast the. cost.figures,of interest relate -.the rginal cost

of adding the non-formal E/S system to the existing primary chool ETV

structure, while international audiences may be interested in-the costs

of replicating a similar non-formal system when no formal ETV system is

in place. :We will make two, broad, alternative assumptions; A and B, at

various points throughout this cost analysis, with assumption .A corres-

ponding closer tothe Ivorfan perspectiye Of building on slack excess

.i0iO4,.40ind asaimption B correspbndin& closer to the perspective of

Anotl tiiOn deciding to initiate an entire'E/S system, without a'

frastructure to build upon. This is not' to say that costs

ion A are the,relevant ones for the Ivory Coast, and those
,r

for inteAational audiences- -it 'is likely that either audience

will favor viewing'someCombination of the two assumptions (e.g., depend-
..

ing as we shall see on how social decision-makers value such factors as

animateur effort or audience viewing time).

The reader should realize that all categorization is an approxima-

. tion;:availSble information on costs and the use of resources does not

48
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always cOnfOrm to the functional categoties used. A cost study has not

beeri made 144hewhole"E/S system before this and so the cost data;

gathered here representsA first attempt to do. so. There are two differ-,

ent general approaches taken to costing a particular' activity- -to break

down budgetary and expenditure information into functional categories,

or to build up the analysis of the cost Oomponents from a more-micro-,

scopi& look at resource use. 'Both methods will be used in this section,

although -the emphasis will be on the latter, since budgetary categories

do not readily allow breakdowns by specific,functions. Questions of

budget and financing in general, in terms of. who is paying for the systeM,

will be looked at in Section III. Given the dangers of unintentionally

.neglecting categories of anew system, when costing by the "ingredient's"

approach, we have tried to be conservative in our-estimates, that is, to

err on the high side:

Information sources from which the presented cost information was

derived are referenced throughout. ,Additionally, reasonable approxima-

tions were made for cost components on which documented information was

unailable, either through conversations with E/S system personnel or

equipment manufacturers, or based on t e experience of other sytems.

Insufficient information exists to buil an accurate year by year.record

of E/S costs since its beginnings, and so we have chosen to calculate the

annual costs of an operating E/S:system.based on its size and scope during

the 1975-1976 operating year, for which the most information was available

(we will include amortized start-up costs however). Again we should

emphasize that cost analysis/1:e; not yield sufficient.information for

decision-makin , but must be supplemented by some information or guess as

40.
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to effects and benefits. We will use the cost information generated in

this section to examine the cost aspAts of certain decision questions

of interest to Ivorians and other audiences in Section III.

A. Administration

The costs of a system's administrativeactiviiiea are Often ,one of f

the more difficult item to specify precisely: In this subsection we

discuss general administrative activities; since the' E/S systein is.a

relatively small'operation it is difficult to separate out the costs of

.administration of particular component activities, and thus.their costs

are included here. In 1975 the E/S Unit had a staff.of about 55, .10 of
.

..Whom were French technical assistahts. Of, this staff, approximately

7 persons were concerned full-time with general administration--an

Ivorian director, a French technical advisor, a French coordinator, an

accountant, an inventory controller, a secretary; and a chauffeur. A

rough estimate of salary costs are 1,500,000 F CFA for an average Ivorian

employee and 6,000,000 F CFA for an average foreign technical assistant

(which includes the fringe. benefits-accorded to each, most notable for
0,

the-foreigner being lodging and One round trip to France), yielding a

total cost of 19,500;000 F CFA for this aspect of general administration.

The E/S Unit is in turn administered. by the Ministry for Primary

School Education and EducatiLl Televisionanethra aspect clearly should

be inclUded'in the administrative costs of theSystem. .AssuMing the

equiyalent.of two full -time Ivorian personnel within the Anistry are
1.1*

,cohcernidWith E/S, we estimate-their cost at roughly 3000,00 F CFA.

Also of importance is,the administrative contribution. made by the inter

ministerial committee that is called upon to aid in directing EIS activities
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(exclusive of those interministerial efforts to produce.particular TPT

.

programs). We assume that about 70 person days. of effort annually are

put into this valued at'about 14,000 F CFA per person day .(calculated

from the average teacher salary, see p. 55), yielding a total cost of

f
1,000,00 F CFA.

.There are neftita'available that break out the operating costs of

administrative activities. In the absence of such information we'make

the assumption that such costs are 25% of personnel costs, which is in

,line with the experience ofthe education sector in other nations. Thus

we Alave a total administrative personnel cost of 23,500,000 F. CFA and

"therefore operating costs of 5,900,000.F CFA, yielding a total adminis-

trative cost of 29,400,000 F CFA.

One last item to take'up. here is notstrictly an administrative

Cost, but would. most commonly be thought'af as general overhead--the cost

of the building space taken up by E/S activities. In theory one could:

allocate this cost according to the functional system component that it

.Serves, but such requires the more information that we have.at present.

Me estimate the inputed rent of the total Space used by E/S in Abidjan

(2 floors, 6.00 square meters) at aboUt 40,000,000 F CFA annually, includ-1

.

ing the cost of office furnitdre and equipment.-

B. Program, Production

Below is. listed the number of programs produced by the E/S Unit a ath

yed since its inteption:



Year

April-May 1973 -

1973 -1974 -

Number of Programs Produced

5..-

16 (4 of these were not broadcast for
technical reasons)

19741975 36

19/571976 - , 35

1976-1977 -

Each program is approximately one half hour in length. The data above

do nbtinclude.the production activities of the video unit.(they.pro7

duced'3 specialized programs during 1974-1975), nor the. experimentation

with one minute educational spots (four were produced during 1974-1975).

Thi discussion below does not examine theSe aCtiVities,.but their costs

are'included--the video unit has only one full=time'person assigned to

it, 'and both activities rely On occasional slack capacity for taking

regular program production team personnel.

As we mentioned earlier, one of the goals of the E/S system was to

"rationalize" the formal ETV system, by which is meant to make more

efficient bee of the facilities, equipment, and personnel within the

formal ETV structure. Thidointention initially'included a heavy reliance.
*.

on the formal,school system's ETV production capabilities within theETV

Complex: in Bouake. However, beginning efforts in-this regard proved

difficult for a nur.ber of reasons. First, there.turned out.to be

if any, slack capacity in the formal school system; time devoted toward

g'/$ program production clearly took away,from time davOted toward the

'production of primary school ETV programs and there was already more work

planned for the latter than could be produced (see Evarmand lutes, 1976,

for a detailedl examination of the primary school ETV program production

a
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system, and.its costs).. Second, the IOnger.length of TPT broadcasts

(the average length of primary school ETV broadcasts is about 5 minutes)

and their orientation towards anon- captive, adult audience demand a

different approach than that used.for primary: school broadcasts.- third,

the subject matter for TPT programs, required shooting on location.in

various regions of the country, while for the primary school programs

most could be done in the studio fedilities at the Bouakg ETV-Comple3L

Finaliy,,close coordination was required with the various ministries in

'Abidjan in the development of Program content and in the shooting, which

made it difficult to maintain E/S.Production headquarters in Bouakg.

.Thus for all these reasone,A.n 1975.E/S moved its operatioke to Abidjan

and only one sMalL fodr person E/S production team remained located in

Bouakg (one French program director and three Ivorians, an assistant

director, a cameraman, and a sound man), makingonly minimal use of the

Bouakg facilities.

45.

In Abidjan in 1976 there were two CoMplete production' teams working

_for i/S and a small team of technicians that sometimes went to Bouhkg

to botplement the small E/S production group based there5Table 3 lists

the total number and types of personnel working for the E/S Unit in'1976

on the various stages of program production -- conception, shooting, and

the development of the final product.,"

o

It is important to realize that despite the lack otinufh-reliarice

on the ETV _Complex in Bouakg,,the E/S"it-program production activities'

A Complete 'team_ for TPT program shootinon._

locationmay,consiet -A director; a:Owchicer';' an:*Eisistant.

,

Otee .cameramen, a sound,man, a Script-person; a'phOtographer,:en4
,

.

are not-self Sufficient.
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TABLE.3'

Unit Prnduation Staff.
,

1975-1976

Position

Ivorian.

Number

French Technical. Assistants

Pkoducers '4: 1
Directors 5 3

Cameramen 2 1
Sound 2

Photography. , 1
Typists 4

Supplies pl

Graphists 2

Editors 1
I

Chauffeurs'- 3*
-

TOTAL.. 24
<,

* The:e were 5 chauffeurs total assigned to the E/SAinit, 3 is estimate
of the proportion of their_time devoted to progiap production activities.

4, :
,
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chauffeur. In order to have three complete teams; some phrsonnel in

addition to those assigned to thetE/S Unit (see Table 3)4 are needed,

probably at a minimum consisting of two cameramen, a soundman, a'phisto

grapher and two. or three "JOutnaliers" (unskiled workers,hired ona

daily basis). Skilled techniCians are'often borrowed, from RTI.wDen
4

.1

available, to complett'a production team. In addition editing assistants
.

. .

.

islikely required, either ftom RTI or the ETV Complex.

-A.In estimating annual TPTprogram p5peuction personnel costs linclud7

' %
4

ing.fringe benefits) we, again use the average figure of 1,500,000 F CFA "

. , .

for an Ivoriah employee, and a figure of 6,000;000 FCFA, on the average,
, si...,

.. ....
. .

fora Erench.Technical Assistant.' To the 24 Ivoriant and 7 French ,per7 4
!'

. .
. 0

.
.

4. .

sonnel listed on. Table 3, we add 8 Iyorianstaff members, as:estimated

above, who are.loaned-to E/S p oducion yi,elds a pro-

duction personnel, cost of 90,000.000 P CFA. To this figure should be.,

:to\

addedthecosts of ehe staff members and working groups fibm other

ministries,who advise Ett:productiOn'adivities.-*iire:siisume that such

effotts are equal to two furl time person equivelents(one at French and

one-at ivorian selprd.ss) costing 7,500,00 F CFA, making total prOduction

personnel costs equil to '97,500,000 F CFA.

W! .

Operating cOstif-TPT. program production e-qUite.Viniable and

depend on Suth factors as the shooting locations eeded, wheihei the*.
,

program is a.slkigTe thow or a part of a series and the extent to.whith

cactort: are
.

needed. Tao papers prepared by' the E/S Unit (1976a,b) examine

some aspects.of ikese.production costs in some detail 'and some of that 4:

,

information is'presented in Table 4. .In the absence ot.detailed informs 7' ..
:' .? .44

. , . ' li4

tion onithe extent to Whidh programs are-produced in color (broadcasts
.., ...:, .

.
:,.

. .,..,,,,

I'-' .; -41r, ,
tk `"".

ss- a.
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g.,,, % 0 5,,, ,4: -are inblaelcandwitite, but surprisingly enough there are many color pro-.
blaek,and
: i

0

Apc,tions) ait0 to which' actors are4used, we will use an average of the fbur
-

-cost figures presentedoin,Item V, yielding an .average operating cost per

progrtin toroclucedi of 895,000, F CFA.

We should Ifote-that thiOoperati4 Costs for program production.

4 do not.inclUde the'cost of film development', sound

hind copying. :In.the past, these eleMents of E/S prO7

ductioll activity hlvebeen'doilivat times by the ETV Complex or by RTI,*
16

..but 'often:the fllm is shipped to Paris for processing, primarily to avoid',

the chance of i repetition of 'some unfortUnat and costly errors that

have, occurred in the past; We assume. that dubbing and editing require
I'

only the.. personnel (which were''costed previously) and their, equipment

40'detaileFin Table
A

tubbing,u'editing,

O

(see below). For film processing S.cOst 'of f '87,5 F CFA per mete, is

assumed;, yielding: a cost (for 1350 meters, since the unedited film'must

be developed) of 118,100 F CFA per program. For film copying a cost of
*0 4-

49 F CFA per meter is assumed. (the same price for the workingtopy in
. i - .' '

. .
. - Table 4), yieltding-,a--cost for' two .copieut(as is customary iti E/S opera-

. ,-

tion) of 29,400 F CFA.

The remaining item to be discussed in this subsection is the'cost
*.

of E/S production system equipment. TheData ProteSsiag Service (gen

the DOGE, nowthe SCOGE) which in 1976 wasA.Usi' initiating aninventoA.

'0 all the Npistry's television equipment, reports' equipment yalued at

about 4,809,000,T CFA.*

.

* Not a41 the equipment-listed in the DOGE inventory was priced. The
cost of those.:items norprii6d was estimated through conversations witti,
manufactIters. 46

it
11.



TABLE 4

Operational Costs of TPT Program Productions

. Film and Sound Tracks- One needs about 300 meters of ,film for a 30
minute program. The ratio of film used is about 4.5 tb 1.

a

A. 16 mn Film

Black and White:
,easo,

- Color:

- Working Copy:

B. 6.25 Sound Track

- Smooth Band:

- Perforated Band:

de

C. Miscellaneous

Lead-in film:

- Splice film:

.,II. Travel.Expenses- Assume an average production team of 7.-perions (this

is less than we described earlier as a full team, but is probably

closer to average practice), with 13`daysb spent on location at a

distance of 250 km, using two vehicles.

- Per diem 2500 F CFA.x 7 Persons

- Gasc

68 F CFA x 300 m x 4.5 91,800

132.F CFA x 300 m x 4.5 178,200

49 F CFA x 300 m x 4.5 66,150
4

5 CFA, x 300 m x 4.5 6,750

16 F CFA x.300 m x 4.5 21,600

26 F CFA x 600'm 15,600

350 F CFA x 8 cartridges 2,800

s

Q.

x 13 dafcs 227,500

'It

120 liters 1c2 Vehicles x 50 F-CFA 12,000

Actors - An average of .8

those programs that have

of extras.

.Payment ot,!,actorS

- .Pero diem

Extras',

professional actors ox ac esses are used An

need of them, in addition o a Nerying number

33,000 F CFA x*8 persons =t 264,000

2,500 F CFA x 8.x.12b

57

240,000

50,000
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TABLE 4 ,(Cont.)-

IV. Miscellaneous- An average of'10,000 F CFA/day is ass4mod to be

needed to'cover the.costs of such expenses as flat tires', purchase

of batteries, motor repairs, accessories and communications.

10,000 F CFA'x 13 days, 130,000

V. Recapitulation of Average Operating Cost/Program by Type of Program

-kA. Black and White, Without Actors 624,500
,B. Color, Without Actors 710,900
C. BlackY.and White

;

With Actors L078,500
It

D. Color, With Actors 1,165,900

Source: E (1976 a,b)

.aA ratio of 4.5:1 is used, as opposed to the 4:1 ratio used in the' E/S
Unit (1976b) source, based on conversations with E/S personnel and since
the report above cites,4':1 as a. minimum ratio.

Thirteen days is usel as Oppoied to 12 days in the E/S Unit (1976b)
report, since thi4 source does not take account of the'advance on-site
preparation work, perhaps 2 days worth, usually%ngaged in by about half

.7the production teal. Such a figuu: is more clerse to actual production
experience, if we assume t1irtq work weeks (51/4 days each), 3 production
teams,.and 35 programs produced. Only twelve days is used for actor per
diem an3 salary, as in E/S Unit (1976a).-

cInsteai of the 100 F CFA /liter Bost orgas used in E /S. Unit (1976 a,b),
only 50 F'C FA/liter is used, because half theriirime repxesentIvorian

import taxes. The latter may be an expense outlay to the Ministry, but
represents a transfer payment, riot a social cost', for the Ivory Coast.
See Eicher and'Orivel (1976, p, 46) for a similar accounting and Jamison,
Klees, and Wells (1977) for a discussion..

dWhen actors are not included, the 'cost of exi.ras1-i
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Additionally, the .E/S program production system sometimeM.Makes use

r_.'

of the production eqUipment of the louakg ETV Complex and of the-RTI. 'Ai

we indicated in the introduction to this section,*we may make two alter-
,,.- .

native assumptions (or some combination of the two) relevant to this

loaned equipment: (A) It.is equipment with excess capacity, having no

altern tive use for the time it 1.2 borrowed for E/S activities,er (B) it

is fully employed equipment and as suchlts'use or E/S is a cost borne

by some government agency. other than the E/SUnit. (Note that.it was.

previously assumed that loaned personnel Zit not have such "slack capacity. ":

We assume. the. value of .this equipment,, is 20% of the total equipment value

assigned to the E/S Unit, equal to 1,000,000 F.CFA. This latter figure

is added to the equipment cost above under assuiption.B, while' it is

omitted from consideration under assumption A. Costs under assumption B

are certainly of interest to international audiences, who unless they

have excess production equipment will have to purchase all the equipment

necessary, and perhaps to the ivory^:4Coast depending the extent, to

which A or B desCribe their operating situation.

Not included. in the equipment inventory of the DOGE'are the three
.

...-
vahiciet and the, mobile video van assigned to the E/S Unit. The mobile

. -

video van cost about 20,000,000 F CFA andissassumed.to.have-s ten year

lifetime. The vehicles are assumed to cost 1,800o00 F CFA each

and have a lifetime of 5 years; Additionally, it is assumed that one

vehicle is rented or lent by an employee at an annual cost of 1,000 000

F CFA,

To arrive at a total annualized equipment cost we will assume an

average lifetime of 10 years for the inventoried equipment and amortize

59
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all the investments at social rates of discount.of 0%, 7.5%, and 15%.*

Additionally, we assume equipment operating and maintenance costs to be

10% annually of the total cost of equipment. Thus for a total capital

Investment of 30,200,000 F CFA under assumption A we have an annual

operating and maintenance cost of 3,000,000 F CFA, and under assumption II,

for a total capital cost of 31,200,000 F CFA, we have annual operating

and Maintenance costs Of-3,100,000 F CFA.

1a1:4e 5,,smtharies.;!the_E/S program production system costs detailed

-
in thii:seCtion.- Wis71.bee,tpat in the case of PtodaCtion system costs, the

difference in 40( or aVetas6 costs between assumption A'and B is negli+

gible (this will.not-bei6:Alt exiimkinliigoOther E/S system component costs).

t.,,

This would suggest that if significantly increased output (more or better

programs) could result from not having .to depend on loaned equipMent, by

making the E/S Unit more able to plan their shooting schedule efficiently,

additional equipment purchase may be .a wise investment (provided also of

course th t.more and/or better programs, if attainable, are alsd socially

valued).

0.

* All capi costs (for.physical or human resources expendituies that
have-a useful life greater than one year, see the footnote on p. 15) are
converted to their annual equivalent cost by multiplying them by the
appropriate annuclization factor. This conversion process is termed
,amortization. The annualizatiOn factor depends on the lifetime of the
resource, m, and,the social rate of interest, r, and is equal to [r(l+r) ]/
[(1+r)m - 1]. (Standard tables are available that list the annualization
factOrs for different values of r and m.) 'The social rate of interest

0 (or discount) is in effect the price society places on the time value
of its resources. In this paper we assume two alternative rates, '7.5%
and 15t, and we also show how costs arg mis-estimated when capital costs
are simply divided by the lifetime of the resources (equivalent to assum-
ing r = 0). See Jasmin, Klees, and Wells (1977) for further explanation

. of theie concepts.

6 o



Item

Personnel

.

TABLE S

qs Program ProdUttiOk:Costa..
. (in million:.0f.ICFA)`;

Operating Costa
program shooting

- processing, and copying

Equipmentlannualized
cost +
nancp:, .And vehicle
-

assumption, t*

Capital
amortized at

0% 7.5% 15%

If Capital Is Amortized

Total Bost under A

Total post under B.

Average;COsi/Prigra.% tIndex
. . .

Averagst Cost /program und*i

.0Z

.1.41. 6

;AI. 8

4.1: .

:4 1

7.5%

142.9

1.43.2

4.1

4.1

.144:5

44

a. . ... ,TOtal operating -c1144 Etre:datiVaci 1-4. multiplying the average cost pqr ..'' i., ,

prdgram of 895.;000,p., CPA giyeir'.in..thettext by the number of prograps ..
prctrIticed Annually...by. the..,parSOnnet2and equipment detailed above, assumef,...
to.be 35. ' Average, costs 'Par; Prograii are then deriiied by dividing' the .
total cost:, figUre':br 35,. ,ii-.*

. _

'
: ::-.,....,. ,

:,...
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Given that each program is almost 30 minutes in length,-we also can

see from Table 5 that production costs per hour of prograiiimingproduced

are 8,200,000 F CFA.under either assumption A or B, not including the

coats of office space and eqUipment which were listed under administration

costs. If we assume4/'af these facilities were.used by production

system activitiesjthe total being coated at 40,000,000 F CFA artnua11Y),

this raises the'average production cost per hour of TPT pragrOttPg to

8,800,0001v'CFA (about 35,000 U.S. dollars in 1975). We will discuss

this data in the context of,international experience and in the context
- .

of Ivorian alterhakiVeS'ItS'ection III.

"k.

C. Program Transmission

The TPT programs aretransmitted over the governmentally owned and

;:dliieiated:RTI on :Wednesday and Friday evenings.,TA contrast to the time

de'voted to primari sch6ol ETV1;roadcasts, TPT programs displace other

programs that would be broadcast and whatever value,could be attached to

these alternative programs constitutes the opOortunity cost of the S/S-

transmissions.. In monetary terms it is difficult toiassessthe real

social costs incurred by RTI for such program transmissions An,terms of

the personnel, 'operating, and maintenance costs additional td those that

would.ba incurred without such' broadcasts. In'the-absende of betta'r

information we agree with the line of reasoning reported in Eicher and

Orivel (1976, p. and use a cost per hour broadcast of 196,400.F CFA.

Given about 20 hours of TPT broadcast during 1975L1976 (including,repeats),

we get a total transmission time cost for that year of 3,900,000 F CFA.

In addition, during 1975-1976, the E/S Unit had one full time Ivorian
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staff member whose area of responsibility was program transmission, whom

we Issurig cost 1,500,000 F CFA. The extent to which this total cost.

would reflect the costs to be incUrred.hy other nations institutin&a

?
,

similar system would of course depend on their existing communications,

system infrastructure.

. Support Materlali Production and Distribution

. .

The group concerned with support bateriale production and distribution

Within the E/S Unit is responsible for supplying informatiort and docuMents

to accompany the TPT programtto the'snimateurs-in During the
. :,. ,

1975 -1976 operating year there were 15 people working in ,this area,

l'French and 14 Ivoriansi yielding a total personnel cost of about

;.'27,000,000 F CFA.

A combination of printed materials and posters are produced

support the program content, announcing dates, times. and subjeCts, and

providing summaries, and answers to previously Submitted questions.

.1511ring',the 1975-1976 operaqpg.year an average 62.7:pages of printed,

materials were used to .support the TPT,pregramsvbroadcast that year and

. 3 booklets of 30 pages each answering quegtions submitted. Additionally,

. the animation groups'produced 15'pages (material is usually printed on

both sides of each page) per person to support the weeklong animator,

training session held yn September of 1975 (see Section ii.p below).

Finally, approximately l0.posters (about 80 gm x 60 cm) were produced.

The.written materials produced to accompany. the programs were

printed to distribute to all animateurs, as well as to the field agents

and some central personnel of relevant ministries, yielding almost 1500

printed copies. For the animateur training session material almost

63



750, copies were producdd, and for the posters, abbut 1,000 copies,. since

Borne of these, latter were distributed and posted in various locations

(such as health clinics and stores) to support'desiad actions (such as

the purehise of water filters).

There is no available breakdown.of EiS'Unit costs by 4he,task

incurred in these animation activities and thus we must estimate roughly.

the operating and equipment costs necessary. The E/S'Unit had two

stencil machines, but often document and poster4reproduction'is

-.out to be-done on the equipment of other government ,agencies or by

-.private firms. If we assume 7.5 F CFA for two,Sidels'efhe page printing

and 2501' CFA per poster (including` all materials and use ;of equipments;

we get'ie,total cost f.2,300,000 F CFA for the printed materials and

-7,500,000 F'CFA for. the posters.,\ To this we will add 10% A the post of
- .

personnel to cover general operating expenses.
7

:The cost of materials distribution Is much more difficult to esti-

Tate. Packet6Yof material to accompany several broadcasts aresent out
.

5 or 6 times a year. Various systems of distribution have been experi-

mented With by the E/S Unit such:88 using the postal service, using the
#

-prvate companT(CATEL) that maintains the primary school ETV reception 1

network through regulai: visit's.: to village schools, .or through disttibuv-

ing the materials to'primary school inspectors who in turn distribute

them to the teacher-animators. Again we return to the question of the

extdnt to which there exists excess capacity (our assumption.A) in these
p

diWtribution systems, for if there does the processing costs are negli-

gible. However, if there is no excess capacity, or in the case of

internallonal audiences who may be interested in initiating a similar

64
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system in regions that do not have even a.fairly,relXable'distribution

system to rural villages, such costs may be subStant

include ahetaimate. of these' costs 1n this section

; We will not
t

.

ill assume they

are included undek the costs of -Maintenanceof thg 1%,r.tj.onequipment

given under assumption 'Win our discussion;. in SeCiiO4.E below.
r;.

Finally, there is,occastonally infOrmatiOn provided-about the TPT broad-f

casts in-the newspaper,..-or on the weekly TPT program foF primary school.
. ,...:

.

teachers on Thursday mornings. Both constitute a relatiVely sp,
, gl

effort and are not coated, other than .the E/S Unit staff time put in for

.Which.we have already accounted. 4,

. -
Program Reception

Clearrly* critical importance' to sgph a system of non - formal adult
0

'education th0gh television:Programming:is the system and context within

..,which.brorastd are. eCeived. As described briefly in the introduction,

1the EIS2iYstem is si ctured so_that adults come to the Village school

and viest'the`TET broadcast along with an-anitatori....who may introduce the

program, provide On-going translation of th4 French to the local language,

and who usually attkmpts to'lead a discussion! session on the topic -after

the program has ended. In examining the costs incurred by thid structure

we can look at two separate elements -- the cost,of the hulan resources

in terms of the time and effort put in by. both .animateurs and viewers,

and the cost of the physical resources in;teirms of the equipment and

facilitied utilized. Below we examine each in turn.

Again, as we mentioned in the introduction, the animateurs are

primary school teachers who have volunteered their time, or 'whose time
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has been volunteered by their school director,:to fynction asTPT ani-

nateur'for the village. Most Of these animateurs seem to have ekpaCted

the Ministry to initiate some paymentlor th6ir services and were both

surprised and dismayed when ph Octoberol976 the Minister declared E/S

animation to be a task expected as a normal,component of a Primary.school

teacher's activity.
D

DespiEe the. fact that there has not been and perhaps not likely to

be .any compensation for animateur time, there still are a number of

reasons to,consider the .economic cost to the society of such activities.

First,'for.qnternational audiehces who may be interested in the cost bf

establishing a similar system, animateur eff4t may not be a "free" good,

and', 1*h workers _may have to be paid.

S eqbad-, eveti.-thotiOito-Pfiorniert*inlirtg,4ebne could considerthat . the
- , I

.

Ivory Coast is still incurring a social cost in that the efforts of?

substantial human resources are being devoted to E/S activities as

opposed to other, alternative uses of these teachers' time. The social

value placed on the (best) alternative activities in which these teacher/-

animateurs would be enraged if they were not working as animateurs

constitutea social oppaituniti cost-of their time. .It is common

practice for eChnoniSts to. attempt to impute the value of such donated

or non-priced time, when such time has alternative employment possibili-

ties in the labor market (e.g., cost analySis of highways in the U.S.

often estimates a value assigned ta commuter time). If such time,

however, is an alternative fbr an indiVidual's leisure time activities

)there is some debate as to whether this constitutes a social cost. This

issue brings us back to our earlier discussion in Section I.A; given our.
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,view expressed there that the maxketMechanism is an extremely imperfect
.

indication from which to determine the value nelett'places on various

resources allocation, ope must thoughtfully consider the "question of what'.

social value should be attached to alternatiVe2endeaVbis and this Includes

the leisUre time, as well'es the work time, of people.

A'tbird rationale for considering the animateurs' efforts as a

f

social coil* that with.the.kinister's reaent'deciaration, animation

actiVitiee Ore hettefotth considered a paid component of a primary school.
f

Ieseheile dutY'end thus a portion Of .their existing salary despite the

lack of-a mile for: the extr:idutieb,: can be considerectpaYient'for

'animation activities. In fact,-111:;1916, teachers and .other public educa7

tion eniplOyees were gien a very. substantial increase in salary, athount
T.

.ing.toaboUt 400TOftheir previous salary,,and the Ministry may have

viewed. hieas topte;thenfsufficient to compensate for an expansion of

primary school teacherduties:

inOrder.tocost the .OniMateu's time we must determine how much

time they sepnd engaged in:E/S activities. The xypicel practice seendr

to be to devote some tiise in the 4ay4of a btoadcast (or on the previous

day) to notifying people in the age of the subject and reminding

them to attend. A variety of mechatOsms may be employed: telling The
°Jkschool children to remind their pare0* notifying village off14als,

going door to door, telling the vilXageeFier to announce it, or ringing
.

t,..

the school gong. All in all E/S Unit Per4onnel estimate that on- ° Al,

animateur may spend' about one hour, on the average, doing sUcha'k's'.

On the evening of the broadcast the animateur usuallylOpens'the;;OChbel.
. ,

classroom between. 1:00 and 7:0, and often viewers turn up ear*

.

.4.

., "
f

6 7
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watch the 7:45 newp 4Ogram. The TPT broadcast'usually.runslfrom8:15 to

.0

8:45 (although forthe first few yeerpther;Were frequentlydelayed, on

. the,average t half hour; seemingly due' mostly to a low priority

attached to their timeliness) and are followed0bya half hour to an hour.

N7 discussion.
to,

Thus we estimate an avoraga of about 31/2 hours is by

an animateur per broadcast.

we use the information that

To 'estimate a monetaryCott.:of'this time

a teacher works about,a 35'hour'week,

33 weeks per yeat, at in ailerige Belay (after the increase) of about
3

2,000,000 F.CPA (1,400,000:of whlkh, fa isalaryi

benefits in the form of'housing and services).

the resOlein fringe

ov, 0
This yield's an average .

hourly compensation of 1730 F CFA, which.means'an animpeur cost per

program animated (remetber, not all anaMateursopen'the schools for

every TPT broadcast) -of 6055 F CFA. We will use this figure

recurrent cost of animateur effort under assumption B;,under

as the

assumption A K

we will Assume the animateur's time does not involve a,socialcost.

Additionally, thereis some training provided for nimateurs.through

an ann..lal week long; training service held in Bouak inSeptember. About

.4450 pecple attended the first suchrrasion held in1September,1974, and'

'about 350, 2O% of w,hath were condng back for the seconetime, attended

the-second,in Septe=bar, 1975. Animateurs re not paid for at, ending,

althpuzh they :are reitibursed for their travel. .Inssruction is: provided

by ETS Unit'pertennel (and some borrowed.fromthe 'ETV cOmpleaA, phe
, .

cost of whose time has already been accounted for The facility, utilized

. ,

has axceSS.cipatity,at.thistime of year and th&merginal:cOsts of travel.
.

, ,

and food are estimated atabOut 6250 F CFA /participant for. the. week long'
. .'

..- stay.:°Agaill*,:we have, the .question of whether we should include the-

68
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,

animatenr'S timlos a social cost and the. earlier rationales again apply,
4

yielding a cost' perlipparticigant under assumption B.(assuming,35.hours/

partitipant)otabout60,550F,CFAfortheA1eek of their time.

To understand these training costs in terms of the ELS system we
O

4 (have to make t o modifitationp.nFirst we must considA thAt 20% of the
4k140

animateurs attending the September 1175'seminar were repeaters. Second,'
**- .

in terms of tbewhole-E/S system, we mist realize that not Alleimateurs

have attended such sessions, andlnot all those who attend the training
A

til

4
session become animateurs. Given that we estimate the totaI.attend4nceo

at the'two (1974-1975). liessions,at 10004, of which.alAt 100,individnals

attended both sessions we get a total of 900 animators WAh either one

or two weeks of training. However, of.the 899 animateurs functioning

during the 1975-1976 operational year, only half reported rete ing'such

training, implying that about half of those trained were not funCtioning

as animateurs. To calculate the average cost of animateur trainliover

all those animateurs functioning (i.e., some with no trai4ng, V:some

with one or two weeks of training).weimust spread the total cost ofcP ,
It.

4.both- sessions over the number of animateurs functioning. Tbeiotal cost

of thE two sessions according to our assumptions is 6,250,000 F CFA for

operation and an additional 60,550,000 F CFA if we finpute salary costs

to the animateurs' time. Dividing this cot by the 899 animateurs
r,T 7 .

reported functioning,: we get an investment of 6950 A6CFA"per animateur

for training costs (to be included underoPeither assumption A or B) and

an additional 67,353 F CFA per animatliUr if we included the imputed,

C.4

costs of people's time (as we will under assumption B).

V9



This

.effort at

.4

'0574

costAtflects the historial peculiarities.
. 4

animateur training thus farAlltd decisions
404

what form such

we will, assume
4

will cdntinue,

ink one or two

g

of the Ivoritiop

need to be taken nn

f4pn%trainflis should t4ke In the ,absence of such'plans

that the ralhei,haphazaribtratiling system now
0"44, 4

with Some animateu r etting.
.

in effect

no training, and others.hav-

weeks training. !ufthermore we assume that the training

.16 updated every '5 years anarthum..we will treat the cost figures above

7red over a five year periodas a2 ,investment human Vapital to be amoltil
at social discount r.ptes.'orOX,

,r
scheMes eonsidered in Section III.

4r, A

Alb
Ap. We now turn mirthe queslion

the time spent by the 'taudience

,sh consideration

account is always tdieen of the

of d ie rates

Alternative training

of the social cost, if any, incurred

whing and
r.

pf rdithrn to

value of ,the

,4
foregone income, and such ft'ao necomine4moge prevalent in cost-
' ,' . tt,

effectiAtess studies as 7,,i, 11 (see fire0 1976 for ft revie* of some of

AP
! .

the literature applienble to higher educa ). ,.The previous discussion
4

.

,14

*
0, ,

1..

1!

teach-2:7's time, b47g4rk or leisure, 'is etlually trppl4cMple'-io that of
r

inn

discussing TPT.programs. In

formal schooling by economists,

student s time in terms of

concerzing thesocia:Lvalue put on a ernativequsesaft the animateur/

0
.

the viewer's time. 'What societal 4*elue is placed on alternatitieipult
"..., 4, itA4

evenin; time activities must,be a societal dewsion (b4 perhaps
4

r

.1%$, s t
so tham what is the social value of, the resources use up in Making a

' 4g, .
TV receiver, as was dfseussed in Section/.A); ononetheless, 151,w we will

t .. if,

4,

impute an average

of

cost of viewer time based on GNP capita'.

Again we will assume that such time is socially costless (regardlems

its value to the individual) UnStr assumption A and impute a cost for
4,.

tir

fit

72
*1 4
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1?-
1Z4

it under assumption B. In this latter case we will assume a time per
0. .

-
viewer of 11/2 hours (including their time going to and from the broidcast

as well as the time spent watching and discusting). Given an average

GDP'per
#
capita of about 90,000 F CFA (which is altigh annual income for

the average rural population but according to.Friti, 1976, the TPT,broad-

casts seem to attract persons who are more educated, and probably haVe

higher income, than average) and an assumed 1800 work hours per year, we

will impute a, cost of 50. F 'CFA per hour of viewers time,' yielding a

cost f-75 F CFA/viewer/program.

^ Finally, We mutt examine the costs of reception system equipment

and facilities. Again wie view these costs from the perspective of both
P

assumptions Aand B. From the fa-mer perspective, we view the E/S system

as an add-on component to the already establ4he&primary school ETV

,system. In this:case.the only costs incurred are the markinal costs

the operation of the television for the TPT broadcast.

4 - The television receivers are,powered -by mainline current in about
4 #, V a

" 20% cf the schoolg,. while in the remainder of the schools a system of,
batterieS is used.as a power source for 2 oe3 receivers.

NainlIcurrInt cotes abdUt 2 F CFA per hour'' of,'Use. The batteries are
.- r

t
quStc expensive in 1975 a set cost 307,200,F CFA. However, approximately

40% of this price reflects an import tax and although this is Elearlia

ett.--tSiato the Mint try p.urchaSing the batteries, represents.Aw4intemal

transfer of funds and nota/clal cost to the Ivory Coast. .ThUS we use
e

O

a prick pf 184!'320 F CFA per battery set, and furthermore assume a 2000

hoOr lifetime, yielding a cost per haur of operation of 2 F CFA. The
. .

, .
;a

average cost for an hour. of TV operation over t1e whole E/S network is
4 % w

4



therefore a prOpOrtional combination of the cost f.:those receivers

Operating off batteries and mainline current (80% and 20% respectively),

equal.to about 74J CFA per hour of operation.

Each TPT.program is' only 1.1 hour in length, but as We indicated. .

earlier, people often gather at the village primary school earll.er to

watch other programs. Furthermore, after the APT broadcast ihere.are

reports that often the television receiver is'left on during the discus-

sion without sound, to function as a light when there is no available

,.lamp (as in most cases). Aside from the obvious distraction that the

ensuing programs provide, this clearly is a costly source of illumination.

Despite the situation, requests for kerosene lamps to be provided were

turned down by the Ministry. It ik difficult to.decide to what extent

the costs of such illumination and other program viewing should be

attributed to the E/S system. We will assume that one hour of TV opera

ton per program is thus 'assigned, again at an averao cost of 74 F CFA

per hour.

If, as under assumption. B, we are looking at the cots of initiating

-a non-formal adult ETV system similar to the Ivorian operation, when

there dies not already ex.i.Na maintained television system reception

networ.:: in rural areas, the costs are obviously much higher. Below we

us-eidata gathered-in the cost analysis of the Ivorian formal .school ETV

System. (see Eicher andS)rivel, 19,77 and Klees and Jamisdk 1976) to
;

approximate roughly such costs. We assume the 6)untr in Ir:tkation has
1

a TV signal transmission network that ows for such reception ksee

)(lees Snd.Wells, 1977, and Butman, Rghjens, and Warren,.1973 for cost

analyses of alternative types of signal transmission systems).
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The equipment necessary for reception and their cost in 1975 would

be as follows:

antenna 13,000F CFA

mast f10,000F CFA

platform'for,batteries and TV 22,500F CFA

TV receiver %6,000F CFA

installation (including materials) 27,000F CFA

We assume a lifetime of 10 years for the first three items and one of
t

,7 yeats forthe latter two For the sake'of simplicity we assume a

eqnstant,annual maintenance cost per village of 150,000F CFA, which is
- ,

the projected cost figure at which the present Ivorian maintenance
.1.

.

.

,

systems will level off (see Eicher and Orivel, 1977, p. 32). In 1975

such costs averaged 240,000 F CFA.per School,.but it must be remembered
4

that such maintenance costs are based On several operating receivers in

each school. We will summarizt all the costs of reception detailed here

in Subsection G below.

*

F. System Evaluation
e

Evaluation should be considered a normal-;;Ofi-tOipg, CompOnent..of the

operation of most edutation 'projects. In the easeof.ihe Ivory Coast,

however, substantial-foreign aid- has been involVed in the evaluation

1.efforts of the entire fo.rmal and' non -- formal ETV project and it is ,

likely that the IVory Coast would have ipitiated such' a large evaluatio

effort if left to itS own funds. Despite this, we.shouldremember that

the entire ETV project, not just its evaluation component, has veceived

considerable foreign technical and monetary aid, and it is also unlikely



that such a large ETV. project would-havb been initiated-by:tWTY0tY'.

Coast on its own funds, Replieatiena-bfrasiiilarly'large ETV:pre"jeti
. - -

in other nations will likely rely on_such aid aswelli;and:Terhaps

generate similar evaluation efforts, Thus-we,wIll consider aIl-the E/$

evafuation efforts in our cost analysis ;of the E/S iystem. However, we

.
. .

will view most of that portion of the Offor,t that has.been.exittnally

funded until now as a start-up investment cost, to' be amOttliedover-an

.assumed 10 year life, after which time anOther S4batattial'pereaae.in

evaluation effort would be usefulto E/S system 'decisions.,. :

The'COnsiderations above do not mean:that eValuatioh Apt con-
.

_.

sidered an on-going project activity; it SignifiesAtat,welwilionlY

consider a certain portion of the present effpkt qscribed;below,'

on-going recurrent cost component of the E/S.system. First .dUri
. f

1975-1976, the E/S Unit had about lk persOnsifiblly.:,employed 1n rese
'

, -

,4

in the project, yielding a recurtent7salarycost, I2300,0004,di

this wewe- assume a.20Z addition as phe,coSt:ofoperations, yielding a
s7 i -7.

of 2S00,000 F CFA. In additiOn,theal,Uatkon:Unit,fpf.thejlinistry

has'deveted a considerthbsle portion. -of 'its.attentiOn,perhap s 5 %, .t

examination of the , =js oriic5h.,Of theOpal ETV reform. Givel a
,

of abcut 12,000, F CF,Lin'19,75-1976,'thisYie1AS,a eostnor E/Scpvalu

tion'of 4,200;09

In terms o ibu
: 4

will, have spent apritbximatFlY;131

e
'year, abOut 80Vol4wilich wa0'40.nt on

about 105,000,0k0FIFA.('

and agencies byAlen yea

-?4,

at
4'; ;'.
,the-evaluation effort, th

,oqd r C Eby' the end of this;calqpaar

S ivartiatien, yeilding a cost of

' 4:
100hat other foeign.gov nMent

.11, haVbfontributekabb4

'
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person years of technical expertiSe to the E/S evaluation effort,

assumed cost of 6,000,000 F CFA.per persOn year, yielding a. cost.
'36,0ato00_ F CFA! We will treat this total 141,000,000 F 'CFA CoSe

lum0 Gum investMent (neglecting its time structure), assumed not
,

Continue .after 1977 - '(which may or may not be .correct), to be amo

:civerarias!iumed 10[year lifetime as we discussed above.

NOne.tary Cost .Sntriraty

Table '6 summar#es all the cost information put together,

$edtion II under bot11..-assumptions .A and tlitriet 0:sf totg,.1-.ptift
. :tle.

4. t
recurrent costs, .totp,1 annualized 'capital costs, aireragecosts per''P

gram broadeaSt, and 4vefsage eelt per viewer per program broad4St
7V

atter 3 ,4gures'eficidi' dilfeangl*sumptions as to the apprOp

of incerest. 44f6t discount rate is an erroneoustp (see

we include 0% lute rate Only

error intrOduce0..into the analysis

ter, the
t

Janiison, KleeS,Aand .Weris , 19775 , and
.4, .

iii OrdeVio, shOw *e.magratude of the

t rouv-1 the neglect CI this actor'.

E/S s-stem we `tee ihat:frhe magnifitde of Such an error
'-. , ' .-.-::.;,'. ". .., ', , , .

, ...
sm411,.. '..E:sfen: Under..:441±ptiOn )3:, the use o no Wouut rap,,o, if-I 1h

---,-.-:,,..4.!
,:;

,..

'' were .the' ;prrJ.priat- e, would only understate0 i''.
by abou:'

genere:ly

.

T-Iti. 17.1,dica't es thaI .recurrent costs for .,the E /S' systeinare
--consicera 1y.. larger;ftban capital costs, at least at the Size

of .the retepeion 71.,ttqork,,--kn 1974-4976, 899 schools. if expansion were

to occur with,fsut rel$irig on. alTfirady installed receptiow. equipment (a.'
under 'assunrpkion 1V),-,C41:kil costs would increase in importance and thus

the ... choice not to employ avdigtount rate would yield a larger viror.
'''''!,;:.)-.-: re.

,

Alierriatilie.%'Oansiort-' stratef,les and their costs will be:diacussed in
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TABLE 6

Annual Costs of the E/S System
a

CostComponent Annual Cost
(millions of F CFA)

V

11
Administrat

- prsonnel
- operatIontb
r facilities

Program Production

Recurrent

,23.5
5.9

40.0

Capital
amortized at

0% 7.57. 1.5%

,7 persontell. 97.5 I

- operations 36.5
- equipment (A)c,

(B)
4.0
4.1

3.6
3.7

4.9
5.1

63
6.7

fi

PiogrataTransmiSsion

Support aterWsTro-

27.0

ductioair
r.

- personnel
operation§ 12.5

Program: Reception

e,,
- animateur time, kb)
- animateur training

- operations-
animateur time (B)

- audience time'(B)h
- reception equipment
- operations (A)1:

, (B)

Evaluation

- personnel &
operations

foreiao
contribution

k

70.2

I
44.2

.9

135.8
4.,

7.0

76

1.3 1.5 1.9
12.1 15.0 18.1

28.9. 40.0 52.7

14.1 20.6 28.1
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TABLE 6 (Cont.)

;1

Under Assumption A:

If Capital Is Amortized At:

0%

. %

7.5%14% 15%

260.7

6.9

455

263.9

6.9

450

267.7

7.0

455

Total Cost'

Average Cost /Program
Broadcastm

Average Cost/Viewer/
Broadcastn (in.F CFA)

./

Under Assumption B:

Total Cost' 551.2 568.5 588.1

Average Cost/Program
Broadcastm 14:5 15.0 15.5

Average4ost/Viewer/
Broadcastn, (in F CFA) 935 965 1000



Footnotes to Table 6
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TABLE (font.)

1

a
This is based. primarily op information for the 1975-1976 operating year

b
The reader should remember that this figure inclu4adhaldingspace and
office 4.urniture loi the entire F/S Unit, not just)thelOitipiStrative
staff. )

c
In.this case A assumes that equipment borrowed from other agencies
reflects ther excess capacity, while'l assumes such equipment nec ssary
and therefor costly to Spreign .(or to the Ivoriau) non- rural
edUcation effort.

d
The reader should recall that support materials distribution is included ,

under asiumptionB -on the, reception aquipmeq system, in that.fhe
maintenance system costed Out under this alternative is assumed to dis-
tribute the TPT materials.'

r. 11

assumption B we, ave a cost of 6055.F CFA per animateut i3-arprogram---

e
Under assumption A we assume-such time is-sociallycottIesS. Under "

animated x 305, the average number of schools open (i.e. animateurs
working) per TFT broadcast -in 1975-1976, x'38, the number of TPT broad-
casts in that year fri.ncluding three broadcasts repeated). .-

fThia views the total 6,250,000 F,CFA spent on animataur training through
1975-1976 as an investment to be amortized over a 5 year lifetime.

gUnder assumption A animateur time Is socially costless, while under B.
such time, valued at 60,550,000 F CFA, is treated as an investment 4)
be. amcrtized over 5 years.

hUnder assumption A viewer tithe is considered socially costless while
under assumption B itS worth is estimated at 75 F CFA/viewer/program.
Given an average of 15,500 viewers per program during 1975-1976, and
38 programs broadcast, we. get a total cost of 44,200,000 F CFA.

'Under assumption A we qnly consider the marginal cost of operating the
TV receiver for TPT broadcasts estimated at 74 F CFA per program viewed.
Again with 305 schools,open on the average for 38 programs during the ',

1975-1976 operational bear, we get a total'cost of 900,000.F CFA.
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.
TABLE 6 (Cont.)'

Footnotes to Table 6 (Cpilt,)

JUnder assumption B, to the costs above (see footnote i) are added the
costs necessary to provide TV reception in rural villages, assuming a
signal transmission network already exists. These dnclude: the capital
cost of antennas, masts, ana platforms valued at 145,500 F CFA per
school with a lifetime of 10 years; the capital costs of. TV receiver
and installation (including materials) valued at 123,000 F CFA,with a
lifetime of 7 aars; and'a recurrent, cost of system maintenance of
150,000 F CFA Tier school annually. Amortizing the first two at the
,discount rates used and multiplying all costs by the 899 schooli in the
system during 1975-1976, we get the costs shown in the table.

17his treats the entire foreie contribution to E/S system evaluation
through the end of this present year of 141,000,000. F CFA as a lump sum
investment (neglecting its time structure) to be amortized over an
assumed 10 year lifetime..

1
This includes both-recurrent and capital costs.

is the total cost divided by.the number of program broadcasts,
equal to 38 in 1975;1976 (including three broadcasts that wererepedted).

nThis is the average cost per program divided by the. average num4er'of
'v*ewers per broadcast, equal to.15,500 in 1975-1976.

1.

0



The total and

'ing to whether One views costs from the aerspective of assumption A or

assumption B. If we v The (under assumption B) animateur time and vieweti
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average E/S system costs differ substa iply accord-

time, and assume that reception equipMent is not already,installed, as
c!,

Would be the case perhaps in the initiation of a new project, costs, are

over twice as large (as under assumption a. For the Ivory Coast, the

E/S system can be viewed as an addition to t2 e existing formal ETV net-..

work; nonetheless fyorfan decisiOn-makers may tiil. want to include the

cost of animateur and viewer time, if these are .viewed as having, social

value, and thus '(total and avetage) could be about 60% higher than

those given under assuption,A.

Finally, we Should reiterate that cost data,' such as those piovided'

here, are clearly not sufficient for any sort of decision-maki.ng, but,.

offer only partial information as an aid to any particular decisiU.

v:Still, the average cost3Per program and par program viewer are ulseful,ae

ways of thinking about the investment in social resources that are devoted:

towards. this particular endeavor :j-On.can ask the question, it word!

..%,,aoclety an average.of6,900,000.F CFA per program (at r = 7.5%,' under

--.I'elaumt:ion A) to deliver 38 of these types, of broadcasts to an average

of 15,500 people per broadCast (we will tilscuss non-SchbOl.viewers in'

Section III)? Or, alternatively, one can think of the value of the US
-

system in terms of'asking the is it worth society an.average.

7.
'.

c.of 450 F CFA (at r 7.57under"assuMption A). per viewer per program. to
..

,
.1

annually broadcast 38 programs, each pf which reaches an average of

15,900 people?
e

80
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:Given that one decides to tisepri2* as a proxy measure'for social

vaslue, aS we discussed in Section I, the cosfinformation presented can

thus serve as a yardstick.against WhiCh to a6101Uestions Of :evaluatiOn_w

al..tise above. urther conSideration,ofthis. information in a decision

context will be undertaken in Section III. In the remainder ofthis

, sectign we turn to a discussion of broader cosh colfiderationS that cannot

be translated very easily to a.monetary'proxy.

H. Non Monetary Costs.

As we discussed,in Section'I.A, the economist's coneeption!of price

as a 'Valid measure ofthe value society sets on the use of.ti .resources

relies on a number of assumptions that are unlikely to is not

clear to what extent is price, if not a perfte4,:iewure, then-at least,

A
:a useful approXimation to'soCial value. T ifore'cif even greater

importance to pity attention to considerationt-arenoteasily priced,
.

if at all, but nonethelesS are likely to involve a cost in ferMS,6f
4

sociiir.al welfare: (We have seen above an attempt to use indirect price'

information, to impute a valueto animateur and audience time;, however,..

not.all such consfderasions are priceable, even reughly.) Certainly.

exami7:Ccion ofth considerations is not perspective free., buf then'

.'again, neither is the. examination of price. In the remainder-oethis-
.

, 1
:secti=we-cliuss a few issues, releVantto,the development:of the E/$

, ', . .

., .%
-.,' - ',..--).

systeM, that seem significant't consider. in the'e-iialuation of its :-9
. ., ., .

-.social cost's.

There ate five principal topici we wish t consider here: foreign
.

0.'01.d, the teacher-animateur, the school, the TPT pro4ms,:And the 4v. -



-

eeleVisien Medium.* First,--the technical expertise
.

.
. ..

,
h . .

.
.

,
. I

*nd Monetary aid: primarily'frem France', accompanied, all aspects of-.. 0

the Ivorian ETV reform may have social costs for the IVory Coast (or for
...

another hat/on trying a similar system) beyond/ their monetary impact.

.

HoW one 'generally views the costs VP a natiOn...oyoreign dependencies

betweenIess..and more.irldustrialized natidwiirde'pend onone's View
A

of development (which we explore in Seclidil-TY). :CleariY the ;vory,Coast,

recognises the problems associated with too strong'aAependence an France,.

and, this ,reflected in the promotion ofthe government policy:of
.

lk.
..--.Ivorization, the traini4k Ivorians to takeover positions ortgn filled

at present by fOreigners: Towever, it is :not clear whether such projects4

I .
A. ,

as the ETV reforMiepromote such objectives by increasing the trainipg of

'nationals, or thwart sUCh objectives 1by introducing another system which

dependent on foreign aid.

2
.

,.Our. second topic focusses on the priMary schoolteacher as the TET

animateur; thi's selection seems to have been made.) as many spc.ial process

choices pre., more as a retult.of the historical Aevelapment of the system
o.

than LIS a consequencA lat'f a reasoned social choice.. Thy I.Voriaa system,

was _:fated within 'the education ministryi the E/S syster4 44de4 on' .

.
r-

* The to,21es discuAed in.this section could also beamihed in .Studies
of the efftcts and,effectiven

uesg of the E/S system (actually they have.acrd it is from th6se
0

sources that we have drawn the information included) .Our, point, in inclduV.,tg se topics in a study of system Goots is to
.draw attention to that'they can also be viewed as affecting°Ir

. the:social costs at rojbct. Price6-in anyfystem.witlnbt captaireVan the social costs iliiposed by.resource use: land one may, usaftalr.conSide'as social costs impingements on indiVidual wellbeing end'
ecinflicts with other ,social gots'ehat may, result froM system kesoUrce :&use and structure. ' 1/41

''
-



despite careful attention to other u4nistries and agencies hurtle .,.'.'

generation of.ladUWeducation-,and information materia. ls, qmains within :

: t . . .

,.

the education structure, for the receetion of such'materials.-Al6weve04,
,

.

,
46.

- ----.J.

as Benveniste (1976, p.A10), in an intensive' study .of. they animation of
, , t

the E/S system in four villagesvconcludes:

The structure of participation [in the E/S
system] is algo tied to the'kind of relations
that bind the teacher to the village people on:
the ong.hand, and the sChool to the village
on the other: The teacher ,s often viewed as
an age* of the government whoie'role is to-
give children an education to help them escape
the rural area. He is almost never seen as an
intermediary between the village and the out-
dideonor as *development leader. His lack
-of real integraaon in the village, becaUse of
frequent moves doeg not lbster this.

4

"Ms

#it has been.a conscious, policy in recent years to-ken teachers .

mobile and to promote the assignment of teachers to Schools in areas to'.

which, they Are notnative. A
4

partial justification of this latter policy...

-tp the belief that if the teacher does not know the local language, the
0.)

;tt.

teaching of the French language, the principaDgoal for the first few 1i

. tt,

years -of primary school, will proceed that much more rapidlx. Regardless -t
1,

of the_resonableness.ofsuch a policy, it seems 'likely that the teacher's
, .

;,- .
.

ignorance of local customs and language, as is.common, makes him (again,language,

there are Very few women animateurs) a problematic cho,ice eu
...-- ,

s ''''.

'

-:1-11e teacbtr7animateur: clear y recognizes:; aspects of
,.

' ,- 4 S,:

'in a study.of the r4ception, in23 villages of the series of TO programSk

',1 , .,.

n 'Cater, the Evaluation Servicei (1976,- p. 49) raports that
.. .

.(?4
Ilik.

8 8
3..
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4
there is widespread agreement among,animateurs
that their relations with villagers are.sparse,
ana'when they exist are'often strained. First,
the physical layout of,the typical village
-separates teacher from local inhsbitants. Teache,r.
housing is constructed conventionally' on the

*periphery of the village, in an area often referre4
to by villagerg as the "white'neighborhood. tt
must be remembered that teachers are in most cases
from other tribes than the predominant millage
tribe and are consequently considered outsiders.

The study goes,on to comment on the lack of more than perfunOtory

- communication between teachers and villagers c general, and that in the
O. ';

rare cases where there is a close rapport, the animateur speak4the

'local language and fia§.:been in tha school forks number of years'.

Thelwint of this diacusgiiin is that there are social costs (not

Well captured by prife)in choosing teachers as.animateurs, both in terms

0
of the EIS project's goals and broader societal issues. It, teems quite

.

possible that more'effective Choice-of animateurs (either from or outside

OUthe.teaching force)-could increase,both the site of the audience, the
6 .0

com.rehension Of:themssage, and:perhapi even the ability to

leei

.

translate.

so. ll4essages into community action. In broader societal terms,theie

1

is .also the question'of the desired developMent of local leadership,

initiative, and authority (villagers have occasionally:indicated,a.desire,

Icir one of .'theit.. own' tO:fOction as anlmaebUr), and whether the use .of
o

the teaFTIvis-as anicateurs7is.viewed as diarupiive to that.structure.
.

,
.Closely 'related to these questions of.soci.etal costa is the choice

of the srbool as the locale for non- formal adult educationaleactiitiesi

Benveniste (1 76,.p.' 3) obserVesThat."the schoo.1.1s also marked as an

outside' organization, and the government's choice to organize adult

echication through the school is not conducive to unanimous acceptance,"
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and the InstitUte.forCommunication Researctx 11976, Jr. 54) concurs that

o the school is still an urban phenomenon alien to most small villages."

Fritz (1976, p. 20) is more explicit:

The second factor [for the lack of poiNlaftty of
TPT] is e fact that the place where TPT broad-
casts are viewed, the primary school-if one does
not ha;eaccess to a privatt*TV receiver -, is little

adultS. The school,. with its benches
bt children, is'notunly uncomfortable for

but it especially:represents-a place' .for'
cli4dien. And this fact has many implications

4

for'; members of ,a society of whichone of the
majOcriteria fox social organization is age,
that is to say where authority is traditionally

.

.defined by age. the fact. that the adult peasant,.
is put in a place'With whiCh he has rittlefamil-
iarity,, and where the youth,more'edi)cated than ..-

he, can easily make fpn of'him,Ithat is to say
attack his authOrity, puts him in. a psychologically
uncomfortable situation. -.

.. . . ,

The extent to which the use of the scho ol, environment
,
adversely. affects /

the audience size or the undgaaddin of program"-content is uncertain,

11
. .

but it would seem that such factors de roe further scrUtiny.4

q
A third issue we want to consider here is related to'thetTPT prograTs.

ticL:le.. Evaluations have been undertaken,of.the extent to which

partic:Ilar TP.TmdSsags have .been receiVed, undestpod, and actectupo/..

Some preliminary Wssutts are interesting, indicatinggeneral'comprehei)sion

Qof the program but,little translation of/this undeittanding to actions:

(e.g., see Len
gke

t, 1976 b). Two of the mor- e important.factora blocking

* Fritz (1976, 23) argues that 'the piesence of traditional village
authorities at TPT broadcasts can help transfoim a. "place for children"
into a "Place for adults," and-thereby help preserve some traditional-
vaiuesithat. maymake it easier to pursue development Strategies. . He. -

also preens Otme evidence indicating. higher TPT :attendance in villages
where suchlRotaEles are present at broadcasts, although it is not clear'
whethef one. can attribute simple chullity to such presence or such
'presence reilects a,partieular villag ;structure and nimateur rapport.

'If
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such actions appear.to be insufficient personal or.Aommunity resources

(e.g.-, to buy'a water filter'-or construct a well) and adaveioPMent

,infrastructure that, when it exists, is oftap not Well prepared to mobilize

for such act ns". While wevill return to the,na4Vbf'thebe problems

in the con luding section of this paper, for now we spould note, that

regardless of the effectiveneSs with which information4s transmitted,r
:

a system that raises the expectations of the rural population without'
. .4, e

being able to fulfill them may incur serious socia1:4ts. This appears,

to be,,,a factor deserving significant attentiore-yittlin the E/S system,

111;

urthermore the TPT Programs may impart more thana.their-pladhed *

o P
messages to the viewing audience. Two relevant concens of gee vieweis

have been the programs'lipitl te. of tribal latuagOp and image

*.

portrayed of the rural peasant. Broadcast* are primaqly,4.n French, but
..

0

many are shot in village locations with sceies that use native speakers

of tribal la4uages. How &ver, betatite of their proximIty to Bouake,

, dr
almost all such s ov4g,teln Baoulg villages: (the p4edominant ethnic

group,in the center ,pf the country) usitg the Baoul6 language. While

this. is well,received ty. Baoulg iiewtrs, numerous*omplaints have been .

4. 0
% a *

e r
; . .

. ,

,-..voiced by villagers in other rOgioris.Adlut such one -sided *thnit and
s

linguistic coverage.

The image of the rural adult depicted onr programs alga, seems
. 40

to have caused some concern:

In the eastern village of Dufferebo, a liedsaq
vehemently protested: "What I do not like.
in 'TV for Everybody" is the way we peasants
are portrayed. We are dirty rid unreliable.
We are made fun of and I don't /Ike it. The
city folk, bn the contrary, are all nice, clean-
people." We might have'dismissed this protest as

7



being only oneof', its kind. HoWever, after its
.

utterance, we clearly noticed approval an0 sup-.
'port for the position taken coming from other -

interviewers in,the session. The speaker was
saying aloud what'the others Were thinking deep:
down but did not dare articulate:' .It. appears to
us, moreover; that -is justified;;
Ior rural folk,:coilsciously or.unconaciously,care.
portrayed as unintelligent, uncouth, and un"
polishWpeople,to whom everything must be taught.'

I9A0, 13.19T[Evaluation Servile

The impact of tb0ese type of general, qultura

significant as the intended message, and May we

derationa can be

message. The. social costs incurred bylthe product

TPT programs. are there4ore not simply determined

siderations discussed artier- -for example(it may-

* .
*

fiWon location in non-iacr,404

conflict wit

broadcast.

'netary coWg

stly, iii

; 4 4',
but.t14sMay4-monetary terms,

be less socially togtly in terms of audirae size

Finally, it is also important Aer the m t',`and.'th'erefore

, resuTrint tra4the introduetthe .social costs (and benefits

television to the rural

messages tran mitte:d by

Research .(197 58)'

vil age enviio 1`beyond;thScrestion oV the
s. #4.: tw,4 Mt'''. ...-

b adcasti.A! The laiitmt44-fOr C
:...`09^;.

1.7:f.:,..),..::co= on thlwitth ier -7'-

Litt e reseayth w ifhe ET1Wproject has be011
di c ed af the .tr= tionalfo*ms of communication.
in the Ivoy'Coasti;t There iiems, to be /tassum*tion te'
by outsi experts as well as by man n)orilnted
Ivorian dec ion-makers that thf important medi3ito k.
be studied are radio and television and that drum's,
dance, drama, story. telling, 'atts1 gesturd-lncorporatkd -1

into traditional 'communication' ti11 soon be replaced. -tit
SuCh an assumption is_ a dangerous one on which to builditi
an effective communication system etween. ten r

. periphery.

The point is th t introduction
-wAiber or pot als good at transferring'Certaintypes

of tetev ion, regardless of 10
0

of messages,.

;
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not .neutral with respe4:,to,th'e rest of the rural enVironment.. .

ato're, the presence of television opens up the likelihood P'411agerti.
.

viewing programs other then. TPT (see Grant 1974, p. 54 for dulS_Inteiesiing,

kelevane.cotiment), 'a laige part of which consists:of Fren& And:American.

.1,

eipOrt:ed serials, The: social consequences of vhat many mighi 'via i;
P

inas$ive ciatpr4 invasion (seethe. Aspen Institute lifOr umnittkc Studiety,l ; ,

19,74'',. fOr".discussio:/s of Many:lacets of this issue, and Klees: and iselil.q,!..
. ,.

40.i. 1 4 41
3.49 77',' qrla more de.talied: exposition' Of how such matters aerate ,.to 4

,. ....
a ,. 1

. ., ° i' t : . : ' . : ,
t . ,a0t4#

i '. e C 011QMi C ;.e,'Iva 1 ua.Vio 6 ) . clearly need to be considered in the evaluat,,fort fa' . 4

t
C " : l

t .. .
4"t1t)4 Ottt...1.4 CO t'S '.of the E/S:?bystpm... Lastly, the one way nature. of elle- ' A

vision .0a:aecoramUnI4Cation'tne4iuni has implications for . the strirctdre tie
4'.., , .

the dpte opment; strateg4Les:,.hat the Ivory Coas 't. purgmeS. 'We +willi:ret-u4

1.,:to,thi. iatter topic' in our concluding section, we now turn iirimailY '''',,*._ '
- 4-, 4 Itt,'

.1. 1. ) 4 11.119 0 ivanalysis of the monetary Costs of the E4S syst ecision.
4

4;1 r, ,
ol, * , 4 kilco text .

.
$ ..'

1, g' * 4

a



1.
COST ANALYSIS OF &SYSTEM-

A.

thIg =on Vs will take the'dost infbtmation generated in

Section II 414ani4mili it to a functional form which is moire usfful for

evalustiont, -Frth,catalyze _it from the perspective of varipus decision

questione4g6ayTe of interest. Lastly we briefly examin: some issues

%- x
in, Prd400 ,fIna eing.

'"

ors"
41

omscuesed in Section I.A it Is usually' more useful to*think

":Ccii,:knetta unctions of-system variables than as)nUMhers. The

a?Aunctional representation of ,costs is to be able to say some-
.

rp,then this systeM has coat so much,' to examine how costs

iiOmykl.tatkfi:with syetem characteristics and thus with;past and future

:1w.! .

educapIonal decisions and policies.

:IIrthis subsection we will describe E/S system costs as a 'function

intention

i

0 oflfii:re variables:

h us the number of '1* hour. programs produced annually;

h ".0i:the number hour programs transmitted annually;

N thenumber of TPT vIllages in the system;
v

N
o

the average number of village schools open pet'
program broadcast; and

N
a-

the average audience per program broadcast.

Total annual coasts will be represented by.a non-linear function of\tbese

variables;. as follows:
A

TC F + Yh h 4
-1,1ht

h
V

N + VN + (h xN ) + V
h

(h xN)
N

v Na a
t

,11
o

t o
t'
N t a

v

9
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where Frefera to fixed costs, and.the varions'Vs refer4o those costs

that vary directly with the, particular Variable oriltriableein the

subscript. That is, for example, Vh is the costlitat iisiirectly variable
p

with the number.of hours of programming produced. The last two terms of

equation ab ve are not linear and reflect.interactions between pairs

of variables. V
h N signifies the cost that is deOendene on both the

o

number of programs transmitted,apd the number of schools opened-. In. the

Ivorian E/S system this ih a reasonable way to think about the social

costs of.animateur efforts,* which we assume variable with the total

animateur time put in. (Total animateur is proportional to theumber

of programs transtnijted x the number of schools open, i.e.,.animateUrs

working, per broadcast.) Likewise V 4-.signifies cost that is
t' a

dependent on the product of h
t
and'N

a
, which is one way the cost,of

audiende time can be thought of. Also we observe N does not en[er the

9etion linearly; but only in interaction with ht.

Furthermore, the reader should note that these five variables are

not ne::e.s.sarily independent of one another, in terms of their relation-.

ship within the E/S system. In particular we carAympthesize, based on

. . .

1975-1?76,data that:

(2) ht = 1.09 hoe/

(3) N
o

= .34 N
v

;

and (4) Nt = 52.13 No.

That. is equation 2 holds if we assume that 9% of the TPT broadcasts

are repeated-Once (5 of 35 were durilg 1975- 1976); equation 3 holds if we

* Effort and time are clearly dist/4ct concepts, but in the absence of.
better quantitative information we=use the latter:as a very.imierfect
proxy for the former.



assume that on the average 34% of the total number of schools with

animateurs and TV are open for each broadcast (305.out of 899); and

equation 4 holds if on the average there axe about 52 vieWers'at each

'session; Of course these relationships are not necessarily constani,at

depicted and both2happenstauce and policy can affect these coefficients:.

The choice of which factors to view as constant andwhich to view4s

1

variable is'notdetermined. th Section 111.B we will examine theeffects

of,iertain decisions on thess constants, as well as on the variables,.

There is no "correct" or "proper" way, in practice, to construcya.

Cost functiOn such as this.. Many, differently structured cost functions

could have been posited; `' "Types of costs, -like that of animateur time,

could just as easily have 'been looked at as a funCtion of total annual

time spent, instead of having that time broken down into two of its

components, h
t
and M

o
. The choice of this function-reflects two judgments:

the structure we feel fits well with the nature of the cost information

-gathered in Table.6; and the variables chosen'to,put in the equationare

"..interesting ones from the perspectivenf_how the system (unctions, and

for education policy and decision-making. Clearly even this representa-
,

tion is only a very rougti apprOximation to the behavior of -ystem cos

as there are man *other itariables that do or could influence the costs
#

of the system, and probably none of the relatiOnships are strictly linear

or interactive as described by equation 1.

Table 7 preseriN the values of the fixed and variable cost parameters

for the function above, based on the pattern of costs observed during the

1975-1976 operating year reported in Section II above and some assumptions

as to how costs vary that are detailed in the table's footnotes. Cost

91
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Cot Component,

TABLE 7

Cost Function for the E/S Systema---r

Cog Function 1,........,metersin F CFA)

V V V V

t v
Nah

,
h N

Administration 17,400,000 495,,000 19,3001, 1,120

Program Production

(4)C

(B) c

Program Transmission
d

Support Materials

Productione

Program Reception '(A):

(3)

Evaluationg

d 4,085,000

4,090,000

770,000

140,000

13,906

' 741

212,900 6,129 75'

9,200 000) 240,000 595

It (A) 26,600,000 + 5,350,000h + 380,000h
t

+ 34,900N
v
4.1,715N

a
+ 74 (h

t

x No)

It (B) R. 26,00,0001 +'5,355,060h + 380,000h + 246,i0ON
v
+ 1,715N

a + 604t 9 (ht x No

92

+ 75 (ht x Na) .

93
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'Footnotes t&Table 7

80,-

, .

TABpEir(COnt.

a
All capital costs are amortized at a 7.5% social rAte of discount. The
values for the four variables in the TC equation are taken from the data
for the 1975-1976 operating:year presented in Section II as follow.'
h . 35, h

t
1...38014 889; N

o
305; N

a'
=1 15,500. 'All cost. informationv

comes fiom Table 6. .

1)

Administrative costs. are likely to increase with the geographicai area
covered, with the number of the rdral. adults reached, and witk the-ATT.
program production effort. also likely that some portion of
administration costs remain relatively fixed, independent-of.these
variables. In the absence of more InfOrmation, we assume 1/4 of thestotal
a -nistrative costs in Table 6 represent fixed costs; It vary with h ,

1/4 with N and 14 with g . P
v' ,vit a,

q,.

'Program production costs are assumed to be entirelyvariable witht-
Under assumption B borriowed equipment` costed, while.under44t *sr.(
viewed as excess capa &ity available. at nd.socinl cost.

. , k.

Afogram transmission costs (including he size of the staff within the
E/S nit.necesSary so°hanclle coordinatifIn with RTI), are assumed to.be.
entirely variable with the nuMber'of 00grams.b,roadcast, ht.

. '

.

$uppart materials ppduction personnel costs are,assumed to vary with
. the number of 'progrims p.mduced, h ile,its operations .costs, involving

In the system, N .

mostly.,duplicating, are,assired toP ry with thetotal nuMber,of villages

',Under assumption B aniMatglr and audience time,ai-d viewed as .social
costs while under'kithey:41e not Unllteri:A..onlYthejnarginal costs'or
TV receiver :power', 4nd ahitateur traihih (excluding their time) are
included, tf,te,formet.variihle with htx N i and the latter.
with tae 'numbe.rbctf`

.,.. ,...14
,

. ,
. 0

, .
---gTotS-Vevaluatiot costs t,including the foreign contributlon, assumed 'til°

to a recurrent nost,,but AmOrtized.overten YearS).ate-asstimed torTe
1/3 Mixed, 4/3::polibrtiOnal , and 1/3 prOportionalio Na, ht is
.chostn.over. h'''' since h will increase' with both h and the-nmberl:Pf
repeatbrow:lasts:And we assume that otbol'theRe factOrs wiiX increase
evaluation :posts.
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function paraMeters are giVen for bothxaf.the general assumptions A and
, , ,

B made in the previous section, A reflecting theause of'resources with
p

"excess capacity ,at no social cokt, and B reflecting social costs

attached to al], resource uses.

The two versions'of-the total cost equation. attbe bottom

of Table 3, one under asstImption A and the other- under B, desCtibethe',413

behavicr of total E/S systei costs-as partially axed and partially

-Variable with. respect to ti'llve.factOrs included. How changes in these

five factors marginally affect total costs is interesting as partial

information about the :consequences of deci4ions1:that yield changes_ in

these factors. Such an analysis of particular decisions and theik

-marginal costwili be .pursued below in.Sect4on III. B. In the rest of

this sUbsectionwe discuss briefly Oft common summary cost measures

that are often used n'both internal

A number

p
.

point of view of the historical evaluation df the E/S,sysiem and.they

uationand external comparison,

f summary project cost measures are interesting from.tb9--,

.

are,presented 4 cA Table 8.. All are derivable from the cost function data

given, filling in the value of the variables (in this,case we used
0

"
.thew cliz.a for the 1975-1976 operating ye'ar Of the E/S System),, talcOating

tatalccse(TC), and dividing by that output measure froil whiehperspec-

tive 'you wish to,v.iew_the casts of the projects. Such measures indicate
,

.

aspects of the overall, average project -c expeiience. Average coat
,...,

% .

. measures are ally not correct sts to vies for current decision. .

/

making; -mile the average cost of past xperience.is,eq al to the'addi-..
. ;

tional ArginglYzosts incurred by :future decisions. .JJSually

1.6 not the case, since the marginal costs of systemexpansion are likely



TABLE 8

Summary

- .

E/S System Cost Measuresa

Under' As unip t fon

..Total. Cost

A vetiage Cost./Program Broadcast
.

'3. Average..;Total.Cosi;IViewer

F CFA_,

.. 263,900 ;boo
.

.'6,900000T

17,000.:

800..

8,800;000'

. , .

4, Average Total Cott/Viewer/Program,Broadcadt
,

,:Average ZOtal Cos.tiViewer/Hour:,Broadcist

6 Average procluc tion Cost/Program produced

7. Average production Cost7Mour Prbduced

I.: Under Assumption, Br

I,

r. latal Cost

. AMerage Total..CoSt/frOgram trdadcast.

.

t6qCost/Viewer Erogram Broadcast

1 Coseiewer/Houi SroadcaSt

4. Average

' :AverageT

6

.AVerage Production Cost/Program Prodbced
.1

Average-.1"rdductIon Cost/866i Brodtast

7.-7

568 , 500 , 000

'
.

,

15,000,000-,

p
,4;-

0 \ .
-These Oteasures are derived 4ssuming °the parame tens values for he 1975-

4 1976 operating year of the E/S,s5istdria, and a ? . A social ,rate'Of t-discoun
for the amortization of capital,costs, The-erm viewer i'n summary COat
measure 3, A; and 57'refers4to Na = :A L,500;-hat is, "le use thavetage:
`audience/program figure in a' sense aS,i proxy for' the size of+ a cap6i7Ve"
viewing4audiknA4n Order to .compare cast's With formai schoOi.system
tostiatudezit' measures. These measures may also be derived fto the
Paiormation in 'Table 5 and . Measure.s 6, and incltide ,1/4 of iirding
and Office 'equipment costs, as 'diScussed on p. 49.-

.

4.-

965

1,930

4,400,000
r

-8,too,boo

.



to be leggA.han average,costs. However, from an jenternational point of

view, where one may be interested in replicating a similar system, -such

thus they areaverage costs may.be a guide to replication costs, and

. ,
relevant. the evaluation ofLa current decIsio

As said earlier (in Section II,G), to use such suiwary cost

measurez in an evaluative sense; either historically or cur,rently, one

needs to assess,the value of phe output produced and compare *Awith the

costs incurred or to be incurr ed. However, since explicit values'placed

%on outputs are rare, the decisionmaker may want to Fuse measures like

thoSe in Table 8 to ask implicit assessment questions. For example,

measure '2 (under assumption A) can be used to asiethe evaltativequettion,
4 f -

'is'(was). it .worth 6,900,000 F',CF"A per progrl to broadcast 38 prograTA
II

(including 3 repefts) to an average of 15,500 persons/program?'

L
Alternatively measure 3'(undet asSumption A) can be used to ask the

o

evaluativeAuestion, 'is (was) it worth 17,000 F'WEA p'er viewer for an

average of 15,500,viewers-to see 38 TPT broadcasts?' Or Me sure 4. can

be'used to ask the'evaluative question ( ) it wbrth-4 0 F CFA/

viewer/program for an average of 15,500 viewe !

o see each of 38.programs?

," As ihe reader can see each of thete questions is simply another way of 'H
" .

focusimg on the question of the overall worth of the E/S systeM. Since

outputs are usually sOldiffibult:tro place a social value on; it is often

helpful to reflect on questions of cost and worth from a number.ef

'different perspectives..

To thl.s point we have neglected to.. consider the relatively large
ti

.

viewing-audience that likely exists apart, froikthe schOol animated :iroups..

If we recall the HOP (1975).survey datdpresented in Section IX (see.

,
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)
, .

.-Tabi9J2),.we.obserVe. that aboue-3 00,000 adults (over 15 years of age).,,. :,
.

.
. .ij.

. ...

. i.report that they.regularlyView TPT
.

prdgrams.' 4f We assume that
...-/

"regularly" translates to viewing every other broaddast, thiS implies an
.

.

. . .'''''

. .
.average regular viewing audicflut-e of 150,000 people including the15.;500

animated group viewers): One couldeuseathis,figure to recompute some of

thegrojectzummary cost measures presented above.. For example, one
,.

could t ask the evaluati/e question,. itworth an average of abouf
45 F CFA/viewer/program

(instead of 450 it, CFA as above under
assumption ti)_

for`each of 150,000 group and private viewers tosee 38 TPT programs
.

.

.
4

\ 7annually?' Of course, the,sOcial benefits of independentviewing
'

may;.'be
I \

.

.entirely different that that af :animated rural group viewing. aid thus he
lower average costs that result drum the former-PerspeCtie may or may not

indicate that the. E/8 system is of net social 'benefit .;Clearly, however,

'the-impact of TPT programs on the'nonanimated audience needs to be. More"

caret-tiny studied and thought about.

.

answering the type of evalu

an d Well's, 1976, for a discussion .of What:dconomit theory has to say

) .
about the benefit side),. it Xs nonetheless sometimes useful to'.view 9.t

,

'Although in this paper We do not examindhews,.qne might approach

ion questionspaSed aboNie (again, see Pees

C

least the costs of the system in Cant4kt.bf internitional experience._
_

1----
% ,

This is quite difficuleeb do,'howeVer since international pcperie ce4 %.
%...,

with n-fq ..iducat,Vonal television pr9j4ts.ii mini 1, and cost
---------

.

analysis of.the.few existing projects..in° 160s in4ustrialized nations is.

, s n 1
0

. -not available. We can hoWeverlook at the.costs-of
°

formal school ETV
. ,

. cr. ......

systemsj alfhouWit is likely that the large differences between formal

i
.

4 t

P
\ .

and non formal educational systems make Such comparigons only slightly
....

.0 Ite..useful;

Cm'

ti
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Summary cost, measures. 3 and'5, the.average cost per viewer.and,the

verage cost/VieWer/hour.hroadoaSt, 01.14-PerhaPs the closest to the types
. , 1

f summary cost measures,.,USed to, examine .formal: schooitETV systems. We .,
, .

,-...

/

%k can think of the average audience size Of.15,500 as.in -some sense similar
.

fr

! .'f to the size of the student'.population Of..a formal ETV system. Klees:and
_-- ;

&raison (1976; p. 43) report coStS/studenti etween $2.18 and $5423,-and

eost/student/hOur. between $.017-and.460/ (all in 1972.U.S. dollars),

, .

for five formal school ETV _projet's theene in the Ivory Coa'st).

Assumin ,61) rapid inf14titAn described by; Eicher and Orivel (1977, P-19)
'

applies, the average cost/viewe in 1972U.S. dollars for the E/S project
.

would be $52.29, under A gnd $113:8f-under B, and tIle average cost6iewer%

helix would be $2.77 under A and$5,94=trder B. The cost figure-most
.

dfrectly comparable to the formal sch9CaAy costs will be .somewhere
% .

- .

-Thbetween asy sptionA-tnd B,
,

in/that the cbsts of TV reception equip il
,

are inaluaedA but the costs of aniMAeur-(teacher)timesand audience

(Student) time are tot. In any, the costs of_theE/S semard
:4

considerably greater than those for the formalschooling systems given'

,above. The largeco differential is",due-mainly.to. the substantial/

smaller amqunt of 1-)r6grams broadcast atid population reache&by thebS
f

it co=arison to the', ro;mal school systems., 'Expanpion of.th'e E/S_system

next subSectxon.-,
.

.
Would yield lower average costs as will be seen.in

',.
.

The.averagecostuolETV p ram prOduction

examined from AO itan6oint-bfin emotional nerience Evan\s-, d Klees.

also ble to

(1976, P. 42) report avVage'.prOatiCaOn costs 'per hour of progratimiing.,

Tqpduced re.Oging betWeew$91:and $13,700 (in.1972 U.S.

d, seven formar school ETV.projects .with the Ivorian
-

1

fo
A.

1 ETV project,



. '",.' , .-.4,-, h ..: '.. , )

having `the" higheSt, cOst.. For the. E/S syStem, the 'average production.
, . ._ . ..

cost per hour p pr.Ogramming ProdUcted abbut $27,1.000 in 19:/2 U0. S
. "; k

dollars, vonSiderablpjliper than lairty .of. 'Ufa.. others . - However, ,profesSional

- Sesame Street producti,on.costs..hpi,re been estimated about $40,090/hour.

. ,

eduCapi9nal television produ_c,t4s.-',,hi....ve even greater ProotAction. costs.;

4 ., . , ,-, " ', 8

The,TPT:broadcase costs maybe redRonable %hen one consides that,: uillike ,

a formal ETV systeiii, a nonA-formal, adult oriented system does not have a'
.. .

g .
A

:
1captile audietnc , and mist therefore design Programs: that not onli eductit.e'

. , ' r. .-, t, ,' ,- \ ,/ . , . ',-- -.. .. j.,
. . but. alSo are ',interesting andiikt.:entertaining _enough to attract a viewing

such' ...apdiente.. Furthermore, me must _realize. that such' program cost compafisonS ,

, , e

1' are .:alsci 'quite problematic Since different, sy.sftem differ. ail.ong many
, . -

diffdient dimensi4Ons: th ffect .costs, such as .thd,:veiage,ldngth ofata
, programs. produced., the popci'r,.t1..on. stk.:It - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

o r

io,

MIA

.

or the nt,'Of *fort ':deOteti: n the system .05 the training of
i :,

prsonnel '(which is important to '..the p licy rot Ivcirizatio ..in the 'Ivory
. .! - :''!!, ' -.E06. ;,. . 1 I

,Coast),. ' .10'

.0'.',,

u- diAficulties of international compa isons, another

approach to lookirg"ate reasonableness and value of the E/ system isa

to th-.17.111 more carefully about the opportunity costs ofstte system.

broad% sense as we said at the beginning of this paper, p -pices may,,. reflect-

In a

opport-,#iity costs In a narrower s en however, "one can conceive of'. a

number bt''-alterhative systems., deSigned to accompliSh a set objeCtiies
______,

similar, to those of the E/S system and attempt to. weigh the value of E/S

in cor;iparison to such specific alternatige projects. FOr example, one

could'' ask:' what type of rural development extension service, or 'what.-fyp
t..

of and how any -rural radio broadcasts, could be initiated at a cost

i0Q

f.
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Y,

:-about 17P,OW I-.CFA (understMptiOn A) per petgon.:,real.Oed,'. as opposed
. - -

.-

to reaching: those 'same kt.sOnS with 38. ETV broadcasts.: -' The: design of

a
ft.*, -.-rea6nahle,,"aAernatives is beyond ;the scope of this 'irepot.,

.
.ha't devetitig some effort :toWaresiich:aesign-may ',be a u'Seftil Way. for

.."4"..
ts o.t -

p.
.-Ivorian "deciSlon-makers to -consider. -some ase r f the' 'Value, of devoting

ieources towardS systein ,
o

,
% IFi.nally°, hould again mentiOn, that the twb general perspectives

lttaken in this cost_ Analys s: l'abelledf:aSs:umptions. A and B , attf....not matters

'of choice The question is' which p spective is tlIe. cOrredt .ond from/the

standpoint, of social: evaluatlion And' that dependS o what extent- there'

is eXcesS capacity equ,iPment,,," fadilitTes,and, personnel to draw upon, and
to wha 'extent audi.endes .and animateur. time should be socially valUed

The first set' of faitors . depends on' the ,technical conditions that exist
. ,

v. 'in.the INcery Coast or in a country initiatinz'a Similar ,system, while

the'second set of fact,prs depend on a4social decision in terms of''how

alt eir-ative audience and aniMateur evening activ ities

Decisions anci Costs

Ir. Ns subsectio*n we examine
)

-ceftai°!., ?olicy decisf...os would

looked t are:. program pxoaucti

ate valued.

six .ateas and des'etibe the way in which.

t E/S .sysfeni4 costs. The_six areas,

n; ptogram da.f4sion- size of audience N.

and 'ani=ateui s ta ff..; aninie tent ; support ' materials; and evalua-
.... A

. .

/on All cost calCulatiops are based on:the cost 7function parameters

tiven thel.cost data on which these rte based given en
- f

A Table 6., 1.

.itra
.
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1. Program Productioq'
,

As we calculated previously, the Lrerage production cost ger program

during the 1975i49.76' operating year was 4;085,000'F CFA under assumption A.

'and 4,090,000 F CFA under assumption B. (not including office, space and,

equipment, which will be included be1oW with administrative costs). If,

we assume, as Ve did in estimating- equation., (1) , that such costs are

completely variable with program production, then these figures are the

direct marginal costs incurred as a jconsequence of the decision to expand
,... ,

programming. Waddition to this'qxect marginal cost thereare a number

of indirect costs that would also increase with program expansion. First,

I /
,

we have assumed that a portion of both administrative costs and printed
/

suppott'materials.production costs are directlylfvariab16 with the number

rof programs prodUcech Ones additional gwgraM;would tllus add another

. .

1,265.4,000 1' CFlt to total coat. Second,, increasing the nuMbeX of .,programs '47

p .

number
.

produtecL increases the number of pyOgramslarOad as t , the rei 4

tion rate reinains.ccinStent. This wojuld,.incre e, both :transmission and

4-- evaluation costg, yielding a 415,060/F.-CFA increase in total cos s.,

1>

(1.09 x wV
h

)
4
'per additional program. Additiorial TPT prOgramsliransmitted

t
. q

g o of courSei'mean More programs received and tlieire'_the costs of

,opc,eratin, the TV receivers and the costs of audience -anO animateur time
.

'(under assunaptiont B are increased. Uncli:.:',as0tOptioii.;-.4, given: the': 'same

average number of en school's per broad t, 'sUcheiStsHareo..24;600 F.CFA.
, ..

.(1... 09 x 74 F CFA .: 305 Schools) .. er aSsumption'.130..c.ihichincludeS-;.the
,.:..

.

:

--. . .

social value of animateur and- audien e times, andr assUminge.thee
_ .

average ,number. of SmotatorS per program, such. cots` are '3, 4% CFA'-

(1.09 x 6129 F -CFA x 305, sthools 1.09 x 75 F CtA x 15,500 viewer.
w

4r/
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Thus

.program to

9,070,000

the total marginal cost of adding aid making,use)ef one more

the EIS system is 5,790,000 F CFA under assumption A, and is
. (

F CFA under assumption. S. We see thatche marginal costs of

program expansion are less than the average total 'costs per program in the

r

x

past of-6:9 million F CFA under A and ]5.0 million F CFA under 3 (see.

Table "8) as. one would eXect. Whether one should-increase.the number of

.

TPT programs produced and,:broadca t' (either within the Ivorian system,
42 \

4

or in aother;similar system elsewhere) depends on whether one values-the
\

, .

of 15,500 rural adults t6' he'addltional prograM(s) greater thanexposure

J

the marginal costs of exp"ansion. Another ay of looking at this'same

question is. 'is worth a marginal cost of 375 FCFA'undei A, or 535
.

-

g-CFA under B, per viewer for'each. additional program produced and broad-

cat?'

averag total-'costs eof

-
Since the m' nal costs of progra expanslomojre less than the

duction presently.incurred, program exparigion

would 7Z al.Owering of average Costs.. For example; if program produc-

tion wete-doubled to-7.0.programs annually `(with 76 broa&Ttr;gebeing

.
repeat broadCasts) Y ,. averagecostiviewer[program broadcast would fall.

,I
. , .., -..

. N
from X50. t" aic,'Under.apsumption..A, to 395 F CFA, and from

under to 750 F,CTA. 'Againalthough these hypothetical

. -figures_ may be
i

:doubled prOgr

presented abo

oh Wieth
",-

of in erest in examining the end state of

. .

965 F CFA,

average cost

a system with

m productx it is. the marginal cost -of such expansion,

that.are most.relevant to the evalation of the decision

uch expansion is worthwhile.
.

. .v.

One final pookint t should be0nOTAwith.respect-to program produd
..

.

.!..
) 7

.
-.-..

,tiondecisiona 1.g:the...Wen low
. ..-,

)

50.

toeal system costs constituted

OVA

'11
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by.program production equipment. If greater availability of equipment

or greater equipMentmaintenance efforts could resultin considerabl$1.

more program output than is now produbed,.'Sua may be a very worthwhile

investment, since the marginal costs of this investment ciould.be quite.
/ .

small relative to the project as'a whole.

2. Program Diffusion.

44
A greater. repetition of programs already produced may bethought

desiLble,nfromrhlt point of view of reaching people whd missed a btoad.

cast and would wishito sec it, as well as from.reaching people who would

wish to see-the breadcst more than once. .Actually,:interviewvWith TPT

.

program viewers did indicate some desire for programs to be repeated,

withcoupled .with comments thatit was sometimes difficult to catchall the

information presented in certain broadcasts. This is far from surprising

given the importatioA of an i d stOalized world approach to educatiot

and information trapsfer to vastly different cultures. Repetitions may

well increase learning-,- one Of the:primary intended-goals of .the E/S _

system (more study, of and attention to the cultural mode's of learning of

rural ivorian adults,

largbrreturns).

a relatively neglected procless, Might yieldeven

.
.

The marginal costs% f program.repetiion are considerably. less than

those of, prograM production sincemit onlrareno additional program pro-

duction costs incurred, but no additional aditlinistrative.expenditures or

printed supportaterials reprciuction costs would be addred-r- The additional

costs -of TV operation and audienc.e .and animateur time(as under assumption 1)

e
would be the same as they were for

a
program production expansion (divided

r

bjr 1.09 since we are adding' repeats). The total marginaecoet of repeating

0 4 ..



one programAqould thus te 405(000 F CFA under A, and 3,410, FCFA

under B.

Th6 figures abovelessume the same average amount of audience add
. "

animateur.participation fOr program repetitipns as for original program

`broadcasts. This is unlikely to be the case, as feedback data from the

lvorian system` indicate. Lepglet (1976a).repOrts about 3/4 the Participa-

tion, terms of schoplg open and associated audience -size for the two

broadcasts. repeated duritg 1974-1975, and F.ritz.(1976) reports about

1/2 the participatio for the two repeats on which feedback data for the )

1975-1976 operating earis avaiAble. It seems likely that this lesser

Participation 31, used\by many animatsprs not opening their schools for
f .

thete,broadeasts since th= average audience size for repeat TPT broadcadts

is the same as for 'first tim= broadcasts., If we assume the 314 figure

would again preVail if a Concer ed effort was made to get the animafeurs

to open their schools.for re eats "he marginal costs peradditionl

.rprogrxw would be about 395;000 F CFA nderli,'and 2",655,000

al4hough the margin 1.; costs, bove are'the ones directly

releve.nt to the dedision to repea morel?. \programs .it is interesting
,

tt
a ,

from the: Arspective 0J.& the'oyer behavior of system costs, to examine

iIle efect's of such a decision.on average costs. \If thap/S system were

to repeat each of the 35 programs pro uced (Instead of just 3) during
. . . .'

1975-.1976 thed the average cost/view r/progrim broadc st wouid.fall from
1

450 F CIA to 290 F CFA under A, and fr in 965 F &A to 69 F CFA, undePT

(assu=laa,3(4 parici:aptioll for repeats
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3. Size of Audience and AnithateUr-Staff

Thek are a number of different ways in. which the size.of the ani-

mated grouP audience can.be Increased most Which involVing additional

animatebr effort or more Animateurs. Below w'dipcuts the marginal. costs

-.-`,

of expa s on by thre.Means: an incrdase 1n.the-Viewing. audience per.

village; increase in the average number of schools open; and an

increase in the number "villages covered.

An .increase in the average viewing audience per2village coulc4per-:

. . r

.haps be generated' through a number.of.alternative strategies,. for example;

by a TPT publitity campaign or by animateurs following different-or
; .

expanded audience, recruiting strategies. Other thantfle,:additiOnal costs

engendered by the Useof such techniques; the marginal cost of this,Meant'

of audience expansion are relatively small. Up to the Seatint'capacity.

Of the clastrooM (whfch is about 80 persons)., they are. cdstlress under

assumption A, and involve. more substantial costs depend-11*On the need..
. -

fOr'an'additional animateur(if translation is.netessary and /or..if the
1

.audience Becomes toil large foreffective animation) and.an additional

television receiver (thbse schoolswith ETV in the-Ivory Coatt'all-have
0 7.

\

more, than one).
.

s - .

. A different strategy to yield.an increased audience would be to

.encourage animateurs to open their 'schools for eyery.TPT broadcast.' The
a.

marginalLtosts of such. eXpansion.Would,be those associated with the .

functioning of the reception syttem--TV receiver operation costs, and

thosiof animateur and AudienCetime If congidered appropriate. If all'.

899animateurs were open their schools for all ITT broadcasts, the

average audience per program would increase from 15,500 to 45,800,



provided the audience,size per schdol is maintained. As earlier, the

marginal costs of such expansion (to calculate them, compute TC-when N
a

increases by 30,300 and N
o
by 594) are considerably low r than the average" .

. .

cost incurred in the past. If this had2been.the situation during the,.

1975-1936 E/S operating year; the.average.cost/viewer/program broadcast

would. have heen-180. F CFA instead 450T CFA under assumption A and,

--- 485 F. CF instead of. 965 E.CFA.under B.

The primary mechanism of-E/S system expansion to date, has. been our

third alternative: by increasing the number of villages and animateurs

in the system. This is the most expensive of the three strategies since

in addition to the marginal, costs incurred by the previous two alterna-

tives, more animateurs, printed materials, and reception equipment

(under t) would be needed. The marginal costs per village added under

this alternptive would be 123,500 F CFA under A and.558,000 F CFA under .B

.(epleulated by increasing)iv byj, Na by:51, and by .34). If the

number of villages covered:(and.therefore audience size) was doubled,

with aql'other operating parameters remaining the same, the average costs/

viewer'program would have been 320 F CFA, instead of 450 TICFA under A,

and 910 F CFA, instead of 965 F CFA under B.

If one judges the E/S system to be worth its social cost for the

audien:e it now covers, thed one would likelywalue its expansion,

%

especially at a lower Cost than incurred in the past.. Each of these

alternatives may, be a viable mechanism for audience expansion, if desired:,

The point of cost analysis ts-Inot that only the less expensive0aiterna-

0fives should be pursued, but that each strategy should be considered in

the light of its expected costs and benefits. Thls cost analysis does

/1 7



suggest, however,-that

first two alternatives

Ivorian decision-malsers should not
. .

neglect the

as possible WayS to reach a larger Audience.-

4. ,Animatevr Training

Intreased training of animateurs may well'beworthwhile if.it were

to result in a number of desired E/S system outcomes such as more eWec.-
A .

tine, A audienceof TPTroadcasts yielding greater clience learning'.and

actions, dr a higher percentage of opened schools. The,costs-resently

.

.spent cn animateur training. are a. small fraction of. total csts and could'

-r l.
.

b increased considerably with'only a small' increment imaverage'costs,

no effect on audiene size were discernible. For eXample, if the e

in animateur trainingWere increased.fourfoad, average cost/

.viewer /program would only increase to 455 F CFA.46450 gi,CVA under A
A .

and to 1050 F CFA from. 965 F,0A under I. If these training efforts were

investment

lead. to' 8ignificant increases in audIence.size, average costs.coUld

fail substantially.
/

5.' .Support Materials

An increase in the amourit or

in terms of posters, or documents

quality of pripted support materials,

provided the animateur, might also

resin: in increased E/S system benefits. The costs of increasing the

'7:7curremt. effort are again small relative to total costs (although they ;

arefrmore Substanial than the same.perCentage: increase effOrt devoted

to animateur,training77during 1975-1976 the former was 15% of dT, while

) I.
the latter was 1% of TC, under',A)., "Fkr exampley-,if one were to double

support Materials production ex enditUres.the.average cost/viewer/046gram:

would increase from 450.F CFA to 515 F CFA,.-under A.and from 965 F CFA to

J



1030'F CFA under B. BOth'leSea*ch.and judgMl6nti
3

f course,, are required

decide whether such increased' eXpiendiures-Would be-

6. Evaluation

social

The evaluation eff6rt, although large relative to gm.ny other instruc-

tional
,

technology evaluations, iSsiTai ii. not that large relative to total

copi (during 1975-1976 evaluation was 16.5% of total costs; under

assumption A). .If the expenditures on evaluation were doubled given

the same operating parameters 'as for 1975-1976, the average cost/viewer/

, program N..;oul d increase. to 495 F CFA from 450 F CFA under 9A, and to 1010

F CFA 'from 965 F CFA under B. This estimate i 'dependent upon our

assumption that Views,theforeign contribution to :eValuation.:thusfar as
. , ,

an investment,. not to. be epeatecLfOiten years. Doubling the'evaluation

effort would.mean:havinga large evaluation. effipt evety.fiVeyears, as
p .

well as .doubling..:the. anntially'recurrent:expenditures on evaluation,.
incurre by the Ivoriari government. 'Again, whether 'this is a worthwhile

,

endeavcr depen4:On how.,one values thebenefitS of such evaluation efforts,

. 'Fimamcing
7"-

-.
The:analysis oca, system's finances is usually considered by cOnVen-0 ,.

tional_economiSts asseparate from an analysis of the'..social costs of

system. -Conventional economic theory views the analysis of social costs

and benefits as a question of social efficiency; that is, the society is

In some sense thought efficient when it chooses investments that accrue

benefl.ts that outweigh the costs incurred. The analysis of system

financing, how one pays for the system,'is. seen to be a-question o

9
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Social equity. The'rationale for thiS:sepatation.becOmes less clear when

one questionsthd-Tialidity.and reliability of. resource prices as measures

of social value; in

and equity considerations become almost inextricably intertwined, with
. .

1 decisions .having impact. on 'both efficiency mid equity in a.manner

his case as we discussed in Section I.A, efficiency..
.

thhtscannot be easily discerned by an analysis of monetary costs. However,

as we also said earlier, we do not 'have any clear alternatives to at least
'

looking at monetary costsas'aome proy for social valUe, andthus.We.have

Presented the analysis above. In this section we briefly examine two

aspects of E/Stystet financing: a partial look at who pays for the E S

system and a short discussion of :the. operational means by which some

system activities are financed.

Table 19 presents the sharps of 1975-1976 total sodialtosts (as.

calculated in Table 6) borne by the'Ivorian government; foreign governments

and aid agencies, and.private Ivorian contributions. A.full:analYsis of

system financing WoUld.,go further and attempt to'trace through who in

fact is paying fOr'the various government contributions through an examine

' tion:af who bears the particular tax burden. ,We Can see from Table 9.

that as in the formal schdoling ETV systet, oreign aid is quite substan-

tial. When the, scheduled phased withdrawal of most of these foreign

contributions is sompleted, the Ivory Coast will have to increase its

expenditures significantly in Order to maintain the system as it is

presently constituted. It is also interesting to remember, that when

audience and animateUr time put'in is considered socially valuable (as

:under. assumption B), that private individuals carry, a significantshare

of the. social costs of te.E/S system.



E/S Systeim Financing
a

(per.ceret share of each gioup,'1975-1976),

Under Assumption Ak.

/61.9

Share

1.

,

2.

3.:

.Ivory Coast Government

Foreign Contrihutions.

Private Contributions

Total Costs.A (millions of F CFA):

682,
O

32%

.0%

100%

ti

Under, Assumption B:

1. Ivory COast GovernmentS

Foreign Contribution's

Privatentributions
,

. .

23%

22%'

Total .Costs ,B (millions of FCFA ): -568.5.. 100%

a
A social discount rate of 7.5% is assumed. Foreign contributions are
the ccsts of foreign personnel in administration and program and support

pmaterials producticn, program production equipment, evaluation donations,
and reception equipnent (under assumption B). Private contributions are
audiente and animateur time.



i'inally,:/t is important to consider that the financing mechanisms
.

set up, to; the systfor the purpose of funding various pro-.

\
lect activitd,e0. Mayhavean;impact onthe efficieicy with which the -,57-,

system Operates.. A particulailyTtroublesoMe example of thr§-1S the

a.
-.bureaucratic; mechanTsm set:up.to finante program product niWhie 1 as

often-beendelayed

processes_ that Must be gone through in order to obtain

retult of the.relatively lengthy administ

funds necessary to

- .

contributejroduction operations-. Oth ministries that agree tto i towards

.s ,,-

,e,produCtiOn sometimes do not.do so. -Fundatfiat do .come in often haVe.
.

to be-switched from thetask to which they were assigned to meet more

urgent current, needs. This year'S E/S system budget reqUest had most of
- .

prograth production operating expenditures. cut out before it .wasapproved:

These conditions make it difficult to maintain an efficient operation and

likely diminish the quantity and quality of produCtion. The general point

is that the additional central control that results from highly bureau-
.

cratized finance mechanisms could have considerable impact on system

output, and such trade-off.s need to-be carefully examined.

z.
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The initiation of tie EM-.*yst,eM bas'heen Ohaatteriiedas-resultinel "4

t
i

, .

V `.. -,' .

lartely.from a titu tiorkhere;the televisiof.i Wa'S'"ameana looking for a oar?.
. .44

.A . s

4 .
A ipe

goal" (Evaluation Service, 19;54, p. 641.. The desire to '1,Ationalize 'I.

thefts' of the primary school ET system was -used in-,pAt to justify,

the development of E/S Whether the educaWonal television system t1/1
-

11' E/S depl.opedis a sensible approach-to non-formal rural (mid Urban),

adult oriented education and information actiyiefe quesion of clear

interest to the Ivory Coast, as well as to the international community.

Television is generally perceived as a relatively expensive ducational

medium and its use in rion-dormal adult education, which.generally'receives

considerably less funding than the formal education of children and youth;

is rarely even,considertd, especially in less-industrialized nations.

poWeVer, many factors have been promoting greater interest in the tcle-
4

vision" medium, such ae: the advent of high poWered satellites that. can-

relay a TV signal to relatively low priced community receivers; the
. .

.in crease inl.ess'industrialized-nations' experimentation with ETV for

form 1 schooling, allowing non-formal ETV add-on, as in the Ivory Coast;

and the promotion 'by industrialized countries, through private industry

and gcvekmental activities; f the use of new, capital intensive,

education and communication.technologies.

Whether the resulting .Ivorian E/S system:is Viewed overall as

positive or negative, what specificaspectS.of it function well or poorly;
.

and hoW can'an IMprOvements be. made, are all questions that depend on. the

'context in which_social valuation takes,place, and the perspective from

1 1 3
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4,

whiChL, ontekt..i.Vviewed. At the end of. Section II Alid,throughoot

Sectio

present acid under alternativefuture decision possibilities. Whether

of Jthe E/S sistgm art,congidered ITAgonable, justifiable
lo 0 .,. 4 ,c,

erived summary cost,measuresdescribing the E/S system at

j

some senseperceived individuattand .societal.benefitsi tSalso
(

deOefident on the contextAabgetVed and tht persvective taken.

. A! '""--'-: <. tq
''--- The costs imined_ii:this paper ,Must be.Viewed,..and understoOd

C L'
.

.,
I, .

e ,

vithin the context of eVelOpment in the Ivor?Coast(lrid piobably 0!eir.

Whare). Aglwe-12as,a d earlier, the economiSts -concept:of "social
. ,

cost ". refers to,Cost to society, and how' ne views the development Of. Jif
A!

- ,alfow ,

thatgocietyVill determine what one con i rg as social costs. The E/S

yste4 is'specifically oriented towards governmental rural development

act4ities. 'We have comMented earlier on sow aspects of the kjetal

development stratft:rofthe Ivory Coast -- particularly the seemingly
dr

cOnscious choice of a strategy of uneven deveiopthrt,wAlth- &pus on
r.

- 4 1

- 1

industry, and large scale agriculture in theukcties;,and gre, ter. co cern

in theseventieg fOr. thesmall farmerS and agricultural yorkers that.

constitute thd large rural population. Idhat the present,IVorian rural

'I.
development approach locks like and the_ relationship of thef,E/Np4tem

to it requires more attention than we:can give here, Below;, however; we
A

can sketch out some perspectives on this situation deVelopedin'other
,

literature as useful contexts for viewing and interpreting the social

cost analysis presented in this paper.

The main'objective.. f the,rural dteiopment,strategy propoSed..in.
, 4

the IVorian Plan has been summarized as folloWs:

114 r'
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the raining Kicultural entrepreneurs;

the instPu tion, training and education of all yho
live-in_the rural areas; because theyare?actors in
the moder7aZation process of the rural milieu;-

the educations ingetuction, etc.6('-of youth in t
4$t/as because 5hey must introduce tht-e
supplementary dynamibs intio..the pfro es;'

4. 'hd enCouragement Of ithe fo ion of professional'
organizaCions within the tura

- ,
.

[InstitUge 6r Communi.catict lleSe4,ch,, 1976, p.,10]
,N\

TheE/$ system oknonformal adulteducation can ce

within the Irameworkof objectiveS'l as ystem that promotes

.certOn.types Of education for 14=41 adults necessary Es t e desited..

;.,j the rural milieu.

roma different perspective, howeVer, the.E/S''SYstem and the.

general Ivorian'Strategy for rural develoPment haye been viewed 'as

lematic. The Institute for ComMunication ReSearch (1976,.p'.. 61)
...

IT4

._:_.

Within the hizhly centralized-administiat' rocess
of. French organization, the community snot on
sidered the p5.vileged cell' of 'develo meet bu

er as the bottom element of a national a ar tus,
and the aim is often to make peasants aware ok d vel-
opment,problems as seen by .6e- governmentand to
IT

persuade,themt6 take...part'in centrally-path-14d: ..

davelopMent schemes. 0,,', .

In a report done for the Evaluation Service.of the ETV ministry on the
a

TPT water series, Lenglet (1976b, p. IV-9) makes a similar point:

In contrast to Tanzania, for example, the rural
,population in the Ivory Coast, is not considered .to
be or to'become an active'independent.force in this
structural transformation. The rural masses are
'looked upon as the people that have to be integrated
into the natiodal development plans as they are
proposed and carried out bY the Ministry of Planning
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!)' a

4 \r %
02 .mi...,c,

".and the4Covernmeqt. They Are considemdlto lit a kiRd
of exacut v bOdy Orich has to follow the orders from
above.r ere is certarrirsis no pl;ce for more 'or less

1 .1-- spoota, ous mass mobilization. 'The possibilities for-,

local action are, limited to'dlose oGcagions-thaf fig
4

(into` the prerdetermined deve.lipbmentiolgia. l:lere we 7,4
:,... 4 come across anotlAr reason

4
why, the actions fad cated

by the out-of-sctool tele dion have only d igatr , csucess. On thne band the spectators of STELE'. ,

ICIUR TOUS are s(Tliqted totake decisions,and unde
take actions,.*hile on the-other hand the,room for

' q. h acti. uc ons,and deijsiells is rathir-71imited:: no
/'-'noney, to administrative support, and a cppsequent Al

.. discotragemeatt .
;

.. "/
In so44 senses, this developmentstrategy has been viewed-1'S some-

\
;ghat contradictory. The Institute for.Communication Research (1976,
i (

1

a

p. 62) Comments with specific reference to the E/S dystem:

In a

Thy animation, bei-ng promo.ed in the rural areas seems
eo be muchless'uniVersal tool for eliciting partic-, /

thSn: a mobilization in the Tanzanian style..
There'.seemg to be a contradicqon in the.Ivorian

/ approach atlprqsenU. At one ana4\the same time :peopler.f
are being urged to take part in their own development
but are ne-t\bdng organized sufficiently to do so.
Sitting in rront,of.a TV set .and, discussing messages
coming from t Cehe olter.does-not seem to be a solution.

F6

1-.iece that is highly tritical of the E/S system, Josiane.Jouet (1975,

p. 44), a former French technical assistant to the pkojecy comments ona,
,

parfioular..aspeets of the system that suppor° t is pers ective:

e style of program productiooIs itself tightly
inkedto.the content of programs,- It is a very
didactic and authoritarian process of telling the
peasants what they should do without trying Ito
demonstrate the ne4 fdrchange. No problem-
solving apprdaches are used ant the non-formal
aducatiopal'Orograms are a kind of,generalinte4pst
documentary film, lacking any specific pedagogy.
The quality' of tha 1A'ograms is low and little
attention/is given\ to the problems-of rural,
mostly illiterat9 audiences, in uhderstaraing
motion picture- ihfiges (close-ups, flashbacks,
etc,) that they are hot used to. The content and

a style of thnon-f rural education prograiris are,
of course, directl determined by the principles

"i
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i

and the status Of the'oUtof7schO organization as
Ilientione4.atove.: The, goal of thenPonsorin'g agencies

. 1

i.S.morefo ga he.support elf`he'ru al.udiences in
t.furthering th ir own-goals ratheetha in advancing

etie-'mastes' 'real interests. !'". ,,...
4

Two'contrasting cliitclusions tiave beeu,drawn from the'types d

opmt'ont strategy critiques presented aboYe. On the one

/ .C1976,, p:iv)..argu that the rural .population cannatz,themselves."res ye

tr«m
he problems that the TPT broadcasts present%

The .village peoples acceptance of the mode-I: proposed,
.by'teleyisicin is limited everyvhkrethe-sOcio-...
economic cOnstraints of'its applreation.. The villate
people more readily aceept the TV model when it con-
forms to the model of urban consumption demanding all

, the while tfle'help of the government to put, it into
practice. This attitude explains the barrier tqdis-
cussions at the levelkofproblems which are basically
political, and whose solution cannot come from villagers
themselyes. The animation sessions do not result in
community decisions, espeCially since the, participating
groUps ate not representative of the troups in power.

On the other hand, some of the comments already discussed imply a perspec-

tive from Nhich ultimately the rural popUlation must itself define the

problems and institute remedies. Jouet (1976, pp. 46-48) argues that

such an approach can only come from "a. political setting based on mass

mobilizMon" as opposed to the present Ivorian model of development that

"mainly appeals to-the promotion of individual interests" within a context

of "foreign dependency'' and "capitaliWc development.7

A strikiu illustration of the type of direct impact that the-broad

development fiaMework followed can have is proyidedin one ,of the Evalua-

tion Service (1976, p.-41) reports in a discussion of the'rAuneration

of E/S animateurs:



The anim4teurs cannot.understand why they do not
get paid for performing additional Work, .They-lare
.exploited.:For,oafter all, they live ima capital7
'ist society' where.the. notioln orsacrifice is Out
of%place. everyone .sacrificed himSelf. fdrthe
nation,'' One animatetq told us, "T would not demand
a cent for the aniwtion Work which Was asked of.
me. Unfortunately.in this)Country everyone is,out
for himself l' . "° ,

. _
Jouet argues hat the lack:of .suchremuneration i,.pimply.another indica7., ,

tion'of the;loW-priority the Ivorian government placeS on the EIS system,

which she sees primarily as a sort,of advertising mechanism for Ivorian

govetnment development ideology.
U

°

,As we have seen above, the perspective taken on.the Ivorian develop-.

gent. strategy (whibh.is common to many nations) influences conSiderably

how ore would perceive-the-social costs and benefits,of the E/S system,

ether or pot the E/s, system has resulted or will result in an improve-

nt of rural life is difficult to judge, and the evaluation of relevant

i.MpaCts are Lar.from complete. To give:thereadera more,specific idea .

of the types of conclusions that such evaluations have drawn to date, we

present a summary of the. results of three such studies in'APPendices A, .

B, and. C:

One point that is reasonably clear is that the E/S system will likely

." generate rising e:tpectations among the rural population. If such expecta

tions cannot or will not be met, there pre likely to be significant

societal`costs incurred. urthermore, such concerns are not limited

strictly to the domain of TPT b'roadcasts as Grant (1974,,p. 54) observes:,

A thiid element which has to be taken into account
in regard.to concentration on tbral education is
what is shown right before or right after the%[TPT]
program:- Before there is the evening news which
is oriented toward the upper-class urban viewers.



Before te gets his rogram,,the'yillager is dazzled
by images that are oxeigh and ingccessible to him:
offiCial.'receptions and banquets at theellotel
Ivoire,,for instance. 'I/

'One shOuld not makethe mistake of thinking that the rural populace is

unawaxe of the proCeSs that is occurring. The Institute for Communication-
.

Research (1976, p. 60) comments that:;

.

surveys-made of peasants' attitudes toward atvelop-
vent projects over a period of years reveal the

- degree to which they, see their own values as quite
- different from the city. values connected with the
projects. Research data show-that the attitude of
many villagers toward the outsjzde world of the
city is rather ambiguous. On the one hand they
are attracted by. the banners, gadgets,,and life-
style of the "blance_and-the-"eVolu?S;" on the
other hand they sense exactly this foreign
life with its attributes exerts-a destructive
influence'on the structure and culture of their
society-. One should assume the same kind of
suspicion is being directed at the adult prograMs.
It has been found that villagers blame the ETV for
corrupting the traditional values of youth and
leadihg the 'to the city. Might they not be- even_
more suspicious when the television is directed at
them?'

Whether or not th-television medium can .be an aid to rural develop-

ment.srategies.is beclo=ing of greater interest to more nations and the

IvOriar system has 1an and will continue to be closely examined froM
.

. .

__. _. 7-1.r ..

this perspective... The:difficulties of Using a one way -comthunicatibns
_

medium, and in the case- i-the Ivory.Coast% one oriented towards a

national audiende, for non-formal rural adult education are substantial..
.14

All evaluations of Ifie E/S systemseem to agree that its future success

.

will depend on significant changes in thescOpe, effort, and coordination.

of the lvorian rural development infrastructure. Whether binot the

monetary and non-monetary social.coSts inculred by the project that have..

..been discussed in this paper are a goodsOcial.investment will likely

<),depend heaVily on the extent of.suCh chanAps.

119
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APPENDIX A

The.Resultdr-of Grant's (1974) Study Of'the

E/S Sys.tem in Fotir Villages as R4brted.in Service

" / (1975a, 181) .. 17-18)

different aspectt of. the animation of the reception (it was noticed

that there mere. great differencet in the quality of the a nation
in the four villages);

the. conditions of: the audience selection: it is obViOus that. the
. .

classrooms are not large enough for the.audience and in two cases

hostility was ntiticed toward the presence of young school drop-outs

during the programs;

,
.

. the regularity,Of the. audience-attendance;

s
the integration of,the teacher in the, village; often a teacher comes
lrom another region than where heisrworking and he is afraid to

become involved in village matters; this can have an imporOant

influence on his effiFiency as an animateur;

,discussion and action: 'in. the 'various centers, -many intentions to

follow up the various lessons given during the programs were expresse

but not any example has been found with respect to concrete actions

or Changes in behavior. It is evident that an efficient extension

system of,field agents (Health, Agriculture and so forth) is neces-

sary to achieve coacreteschanges;
t

the relevance of the programs.ana the aspirationi of the audience:

to what-extent did these progrhms correspbnd with the real needs of

the villagers, and do they present an environment which corresp6nds

to the village situation?

the setting of the programs several faCtors seemed to be rather

important,t_ the presentation of the pfograms b the announcer, the'

kind of program which precedes the extra-scol ire broadcasting;

the sudden unannounced changes in prOgrpm'hours and dates.

120
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APPENDIX B

,

The Conclusions of the Report by ihe'Evaluation ServiCe

3.2.3. conclusions and Perspectives'

(1975a, pp. 75-78)

1. We have seen -that the work goup charged .with preparing, the water

series was under considerable pressure to provide the programming

and to produce, and to approve the scripts in a short period. How-

ever, considering the final" programming(schedule - the series started

in-the ning of April instead of the beginning of January

there w s much more time for discussing extensively the gerieral goal

Of the series and the particular objectives of each prqgram. The
.

haste with vhich the work group worked is understandable but not

justified for a balanced and thoughtful preparation. For the year

1975-1976, an.important improvement in the programming was introduced

during the Programming Seminar 1975-1976 at the end of April 1975

and by a series of meetings with the requesting ministries and

erganizationfand other interested institutions to discuss and

prepare each program br each. series of programs.,

2.; The precise definition of program-objectives iSa necessary condition

of producing a product that will have a certain effect (in the

desired direction) on the target group. The more the objectives

and the target audienjare specified, the more the program's impact

can be predicted. That is, a program will'have a larger effect-when

. "the change (of attitudes, knowledge, behaviorT wished for the target

group has been defined beforehand. It is too much to expect that.

TV programs will affett and change knowle4e, behavior and attitudes

when one does not halze a clear idea of this knowledga, this behavior

and these attitudes. When the characteristics orthe target audienCe

are not known all pedagogical action is bound to fall..4

1 '



At the same time one should not,exaggerate the influence of one TV

Program all alone. Even if it forms part of. a. program series or

campaign, like the water series, in which the program content can be

repeated and emphasized, its impact will:be relatively weak when '

there is not a "reception structure." For the TELE POUR TOUS pro-

grams this structure is formed in the first,place by the listening

groups-under the directionof thecacher-animateurs. They play an

essential role in the translaang and the understandingof the

program. Therefdre, much attention-should be devoted to their

equipment (in terms of material, time and training) and their motiva-

t (the problem of their being paid '!lan allowance)...

Tfib understanding is a neCestarY: but not atufficint part of.the.

impact of the'brOaddatted message.. The reception structure must,
,

also contain the sOdialeconomic and political "instruments" to
. facilitate and.sUpprt the:"potitive change" in:behavior, knowledge

and attitudes. The activities of the field agents of the requesting

organization (e.g., the, CENAPEC or SERIC agents), the active inter-
,

est of the Sous-Prefets,their adMinistrative and financial support,

radio programs, newspaper articles, practical demomtrationt, and

"experimentation plotS,'".all these could be considered as examples

Of these "instruments!" With respect to the water series we have

the impiession that the absence of such instruments has much atten-
11

uated its possibl.p effect. If a reception structure is missint

is also possible that the diffused information will create frustra-
,-tion among,the population instead of bringing solutions for certain

problems., The absence of any correspondence between the content of

the-program and the daily life, and the ladk of material anA

psychological field support could create unforeseen. effects contrary

to the goal of out-of-school education in generaW.
. ,

.
.

.

.

3. Sarlier we'havenoticed t at the I$ory Coast CoVernment has note yet.....

forMulated'a coherent Ou ;-of-school and post-primary education
. .

policy. Many,institutions are working in this-domain without any

coordination and integration of their actions. The ONPR as well as

have been chrged with the coordinating role for rural education

1 2 2
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and animation. Authority problems. and problems of the boundaries

between the two institutions' activities-are the consequence. The

absence of a defined E/$ education policy could also explain the

ambiguous relationship between the EIS television and the collaborat-

ing ministries and organizations. During the work grotip sessions on.

Water and during other programming meetings we have noticed a.confu-'

sign between the roles of coordinating (E/S) and requesting (the

interested ministry). Thegovernmental organizations and State

Development 'Agencies want E/S,-to gibe them instructions during the

planning process of the TV, programs. But E/S is expecting their

suggestions for the program content. (Moreover, we have seen that

neither E/S nor the ministries have'aclear'idea of the pedagogical

' objectives of a program.) These two expectations are not incompat-
.

ible, but before the working group starts its activities the precise

tasks foror E/S and the demanding institutions-respectivelyshould be

def'ned. It must be clear that E/S is the final authority for the

.1) oducion and the receptibn animation. Within the working,group

'the:requesting.organization is the principal counselor

technical and partially for the pedagogical aspectsof

message and content_.

for the

the program



APPENDIX C

The Recommendations ofBenveniste's (1976) Intensive Study

of E/S Reception in Four Villages

Recotmenciation 1. For a more effective utilization, of the tradi-

tional channels of information diffusion, the influential village members

ought to be direCtly advise by an official memorandum from a, central

agencyA such as the Administra n of the Ministry of Education or of the ,1

Party (PDCI). The central sourc of information would/be relayed to the

village by influential intermediaries- rather than leaving the task of ;'

information to the teachers. Then the process of traditional communica-
A.

.

tion would be'able to operate, diffUsing the:information through the

normal channe16.

Recommendation 2. .Organization of-an information campaign would be

. desirable to explain clearly the aims of the. project.. The radio is a

,good diffusion medium for such a campaign and forregular information

aboUt'cOntents'and the schedule of broadeasts.

'Recommendation 3. Inorder,to obtain broader participatipn of the

targe't aildience. Of adults.a less scholastic, less rigid organization of

the.animation.sessiOns ould be planned And.held, for example, in the

school Yard. Their organization could.be turned.over to a village group

so that OarticiOation would be free from the stigma of relations existing

between7the-school'and the village, and limiting: access of television.. -

Recommendtion 4. AtimatiOn sessions should be taken over by the

rel local leaders, from the village. For their role'tO be effective

they must be officially ap pointed to this work and be Raid for it, because,

' coerced volunteers do not seem to be an, effective means of asking animateurs

for a realistic participation in community activities. On the one hand,

local leaders will be more motivated and more involved in the'problems

of their-community. 'On the other hand, their remuneration 'ould give

them a status in comparison with village people and would reimburse them

for any 'subsequent loss of income their involvement might call for.
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Recommendation '5. The collaboration of local agents would be more -

and
.

' it'effective if it did not depend' on t e3r. good will and of that of the

animateur but if it was institutionalized.

S.'
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APPENDIX D

Glossary of; cronyms

CATEL Compagnie Africaine de Tglgvision.

CENAPEC .:Islational center for the Promotion of Cooperative Enterprises

DOGE. Division d'Organisation de la'Gestionde 1'Education
.a

E/S Extra-Scolaire

ETV Educational Television

41c. IIOP Ivorian Institute of Public Opinion

ONPR National Office of Rural Promotiori

SATMACI Ministry'of Agriculture

.

SCOGE Service Central d'Organisation'de la Gestion de l'Education

SEEPTE Secr4tariat d'Etat de l'Enseignement Primaire et de la
Telgvisitin Educative

SERIC The Research and Development Company of the Coffee and
Cocoa Industry

I 2
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